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Events
June 21 * Murray
Kiwanis/ WKYQ Open Car
& Truck Show
June 28 Mr. & Miss
Freedom Fest Beatit
Pageant
June 30 Freedom Fest
Brown Bag Lunch &
Literature
July 1-31 -Freedom Is
Not Free- exhibit
July 3-6 Hatel Antique
Dealers Choice Sale
July 3 1997 Rotary [Max
Hurt Memorial Golf
To
* Family Day in the Park
* Bark in the Park
Mattel/ YMCA Kids'
Parade
July 4 Murray Art Guild
30th Anniversary
Celebration
* O.B. Boone Memorial
Breakfast
Lions Club Journey for
Sight 5K Run
* Veterans Memorial
Service
-Freedom Is Not FreeMini-Encampment
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SPORTS

Two teens
hospitalized,
Brown charged
II No arrests
have been made,
students dismissed
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

TWICE FIRED: Calloway County Are-Rescue personnel cool down the outside of this residence on

Highway 641 after it caught tire Monday about noon. The residence is owned by Howard Brandon and
rented to Terry Stevens. This photo was taken after the structure reignited several hours later. The residence received extensive smoke, heat and water damage.

Runway expansion moves ahead
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Extension of the MurrayCalloway County Airport runway
could begin next month.
Chairman Jim Fain told the airport board Wednesday that bids
for the runway extension were
opened June 20.
The board accepted the low bid
from Emerine Construction Company of Murray. Six bids were
turned in for the projeCt.

The project, which will come
at a cost of approximately $1.1
million, will extend the runway
to from 5,000 to 5,505 feet and
from 75 to 100 feet wide. Fain
said the runway would eventually
be extended to 6,200 feet.
New drainage pipes will also
be included in the project.
Fain said the pipes would extend 700 feet past the runway for
future extension.
Over $1 million (90 percent)

will be given to the airport
through a federal grant. The re`minder of the cost will be paid
through local and state shares
that equal $57,481 (5 percent)
each.
Jim McIntyre, an engineer with
Hayworth, Myer and Boleyn Inc.,
attended the meeting to discuss
the extension with the board.
MI See Page 2

Two underage females, enrolled in Murray State University's Upward Bound program,
Once at the residence, Ray said
were said to be unresponsive
Brown
allegedly took a paper bag
when ambulance personnel
vehicle containing four
from
his
rushed them to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Thursday night. "large" bottles of liquor, including rum, gin, tequila and vodka,
The incident has led to crimiand carried the bag into the
nal charges being filed against
residence.
former MSU basketball standout
"According to what they said,
Marcus Brown for allegedly pro(Brown) was the one to first pour
viding alcohol to them and three
them drinks," Ray said. "I don't
other juveniles.
think (Brown) meant for this to
According to Assistant County
happen, but he was the one to (alAttorney Vicki (Jones) Ray, at
legedly)
serve these girls the
least one other (unnamed) adult
alcohol."
will be charged in the case.
Brown faces five counts of
Ray said about 9:15 p.m.,
third-degree unlawful transaction
Brown took the girls back to their
with a minor, a Class-A misdedormitory on the MSU campus.
meanor. If convicted, he could
Sometime later, two of the
serve up to one year in jail for
girls became ill, Ray said.
each charge and have to pay a
S500 fine.
"They were unresponsive whcn
Ray said she took statements
ambulance personnel arrived,"
from five female juveniles ThursRay said. "The day before all this
day who claim Brown drove them
happened, I had read an article
to a local apartment complex and
about a high school girl who, on
gave them glasses of liquor while a dare, died after drinking a
the group played cards and
watched TV.
• See Page 2

Southwest
names new
principal

Ford, Whitfield
mull help for
tobacco farmers
Fielder, Cone
power Yanks
over Detroit
Page 6

WEATHER
Today...Partly sunny. High
90 to 95. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
around 70. South wind 5 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny. A
30 percent chance of thundert h 1 wer 90$.
storm
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic and Republican lawmakers both say they won't stand
by and watch the state's farmers
be ignored in the proposed $368
billion tobacco settlement.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R-1st
District, said Monday that he
would like to see some of the
money left over from payments
to smoking victims funneled to
farmers who might be looking for
a way out of the business.
"Even though it's not spent, it
doesn't go back to the tobacco
companies, but it goes into education programs for young people," said Whitfield, whose
Commerce Committee handles
Food and Drug Administration
issues. "There has to be some
money that would give tobacco
farmers and opportunity to sell
their allotment if they want to do
it."
But U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Owensboro, said that might not
be practical. He said that might
work in a state like North Carolina, where farmers have much
larger allotments.
"They have 150 acres of tobacco, so if you sell a 150-acre
allotment you get a lot of money," he said. "But in Kentucky,
we've got 65,000 farm families
with a 2,000- to 4,000-pound allotment, and they wouldn't get
anything.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

"...the buyout, in my
judgment, just wouldn't
work in Kentucky."
Wendell Ford
U.S. senator

"But they do have a lifetime,
as of now, income of anywhere
from $4,000 to $8,000 (a year),
so that's very important," he
said. "And 69 percent of those
people have another job. So the
buyout, in my judgment, just
wouldn't work in Kentucky."
Ford said the only silver linings he could see in the proposed
settlement for farmers are the
promises to keep the FDA from
interfering with tobacco growing
and to shield growers from liability in future lawsuits.
But he said that's not enough.
He said Congress will have to
look at the "$750 million that
goes to NASCAR and rodeos and
other items that would lose tobacco advertising to make them
(the farmers) whole.
"What in the world are they
going to do for the farmer?" he
IN See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledget 8 Times photo

AT LEAST NO ANTS: David Jones and Susan Smothorman
take in some sun after their picnic at Wildcat Beach Monday. The
high water of Blood River put them within wading distance of a
picnic table.

Miller testifies before grand jury
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The secretary of the Cabinet for
Families and Children appeared
before a special grand jury investigating allegations of wrongdo-

ing in the 1995 gubernatorial
election.
Viola Miller, the state's top
welfare official, declined to comment on her testimony Monday as

"These girls say they went to
the Can Health Building Wednesday night about 7:45 p.m.
where they met (Brown). He
talked to them about going and
playing cards and invited them
over to what we believe to be his
apartment," she said. "The girls
said that he drove them to this residence and can describe what we
believe to be (Brown's) vehicle."

she left the Franklin County
Courthouse.
Cabinet spokesman Cary Willis
said Miller's testimony dealt with
"administrative matters" in the

cabinet and that she is not a
target of the investigation. '

II See Page 2

Virginia elementary school
principal Dr. Mary Lou Skinner
has been named as the new principal at Southwest Elementary
School.
A Southwest search committee
composed of teachers, parents
and former principal Jim Sloan
announced the decision Tuesday
morning.
The position became open earlier this year when Sloan announced his retirement after serving three years as principal of the
Calloway County school.
Skinner comes to Southwest
from Collinsville, Virginia, where
she served as principal of two
elementary schools.
According to a press release,
Skinner has extensive experience
in elementary education. She has
held positions as a classroom
teacher, a gifted and talented
teacher, assistant principal and
principal.
Skinner recently received her
Ed.D in Educational Administration from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University in
Blacksburg, Virginia.
Committee member Donna
Harris said Skinner satisfied the
committee's requirements.
"We had a number of strong
candidates, but we feel that she is
the best person for our school,"
said Harris. "The whole committee feels that she will bring joy,
discipline and enthusiasm to our
children. Her number one purpose is the children."
Harris cited Skinner's strong
administrative background and
knowledge of technology as keys
to her appointment.
"We got someone with a
• See Page 2
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BIG POOL SAVINGS! •Brown...

FROM PAGE 1
whole bottle of alcohol. 1 feel
like we almost had that situation
here."
Both girls were taken to
MCCH where they underwent
medical treatment. Ray said there
were no drugs or sex involved in
the incident.
The girls were taken to the
Calloway County Attorney's office the next day by their parents
and Upward Bound staff who
asked that the charges be filed
against Brown, Ray said.
"I think these girls Were kind
of in awe of (Brown). None of
them wanted charges brought. It
was really the mothers and the
Upward Bound people who
pushed for the charges," Ray
said.
Upward Bound is p federallyfunded, five-week program for
western Kentucky high school
students. The students must meet
certain criteria such as being
from low-income housholds or
whose parents do not have college degrees.
Students take classes like math,
science, English and foreign languages. The program currently
has 55 students enrolled and
boasts that 95 percent of the students eventually enroll in college.

Huge 19'x31' O.D. Family-Sized Pool with
Sundeck, Fence & Fitter
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Five employees of the cabinet,
including Social Insurance Commissioner John Clayton, testified
last month before the grand jury
that started meeting May 1.
Clayton had said he expected
to be questioned about allegations
that a former state employee took
state equipment during the 1995
election. Investigators have said
there is reason to believe the
equipment was used at Democratic Party headquarters in the
campaign.
Republicans have speculated
that Democrats improperly got a
list of welfare recipients and
called those recipients to round
up support for Democratic candidates. But Clayton said investigators had never asked him about
such speculation.

with parents to discuss program
policies relating to students," the
id.
stateme;
s
Acc
g to McDonald,
Brovfn is not officially enrolled
in simmer classes.

Upward Bound students are
housed in MSU's Richmond Hall
and have a 10 p.m. curfew. Upward Bound staff members are
present in the dorms.
According to an Upward
Bound spokeswoman, students
begin classes at 8 a.m. and are
finished about 3 p.m. each day.
Following classes, they have about one hour of "free time" before eating supper on campus.
The students are then required
to attend structured study or activity periods which end usually
about 8 p.m.
From 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. (the
hours of the alleged incident), the
students are free to come and go
as they please but are supposed to
stay within walking distance of
campus.
Upward Bound Program Director Myra Yates referred all comments to John McDonald, director of marketing and public relations at MSU, who released the
following statement.
"Murray State University dismissed five students from the
summer Upward Bound program
on Thursday, June 19. ...This action was consistent with official
policy guidelines.
"Prior to the beginning of classes, Upward Bound officials meet

The grand jury, which has
heard testimony from about a dozen civilians and several state police detectives, is investigating
whether organized labor, a laborfunded black voter-education
group, the Democratic Party and
Gov. Paul Patton's campaign improperly coordinated spending for
Patton.
State law prohibits such coordinating among candidates for
governor who have agreed to
limit spending in return for
public campaign money. Labor
and black votes played a pivotal
role in Patton's 21,560-vote win
over Republican Larry Forgy.
The investigation could mean
sanctions for Patton or even cost
him his office if prosecutors
prove he authorized collusion between his campaign and outside
groups.

A native of West Memphis,
Ark., Brown played basketball
for MSU from 1992 to 1996. He
is the Racers' No. 2 all-time
scorer behind Jeff Martin and
was named Ohio Valley Conference player of the year his final
two seasons.
Last summer, after guiding the
Racers to the OVC regular season
title, Brown became the Portland
Trail Blazers' second-round draft

FROM PAGE 1
proven track record who has ties
to this area," she explained. "We
are so fortunate for her ties to
this community. We might not
have gotten her otherwise."
While Skinner has not previously served as an educator in
Kentucky, Harris said the committee was satisfied that she had
a basic knowledge of the state's
educational initiatives in the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
"We did not feel that there was
any problem with her not being
from Kentucky," Harris said.
"Her lack of experience with

FROM PAGE 1
"You all are getting a good
deal on this," McIntyre told the
board.
According to Fain, extension
of the runway was necessary to
accommodate local industries.
"We've got quite a bit of jet
traffic with several of our businesses and industries that use
the airport," Fain said. "The
planes seem to be getting larger
and larger. We're simply looking
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Because of a reporter's error, it
was incorrectly stated in Friday's
Ledger that the United Way sets
a yearly campaign goal of
$125,000. That goal is actually
$250,000.
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Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or playing
Super Sega° This summer let Martial Arts America teach them the
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confidence, control and concentration. These we values
that your child can use in the real world. Call Today for summer school specials.

Summer Special

$99

Includes
FREE
Uniform

Sponsored By:

TODAY! 753-6111
SIX WEEK SUMMER PROGRAM. CALL
Murray
1413

Olive Blvd. •

Shell

KERA is not a problem. We feel
like she knows what's
happening."
Meeting the needs of parents
and children was a concern of the
committee, said Harris.
"The parent's involvement in
this process was during the preliminary stages, and the committee
was in charge of the interview
and screening process," she said.
"We had two parents on the committee. I think we represented
what the parents wanted."
Skinner is expected to begin
her tenure at Southwest in early
July.

to the future and the growth of
the city."
In other business, the board:
•Heard a report from airport
manager Johnny Parker about repairing cracks in the runway
ramp.
Parker informed the board of
information he had received from
Contech Pave Prep in Middletown, Ohio. The information included a sample of new material
used to repair cracks.
"We've got a lot of cracks out
on the runway," he said. "The
ramp is going to need these
repairs.
No action was taken by the
board.
*Approved the addition of a
Direct User Access Terminal to
the airport.
Fain said the system, which
will cost the airport $30 a month,
is a much-needed improvement.
"This system is the next step in
the basic aviation package," he
explained. "I think we need to
take that next step."
*Approved a clean-up project
for the end of the runway.
'Heard a report from Fain on
the EAA Club Fly Inn.
Fain said the airport made $34
from the event.
"We had quite a few people
come out for that event," he told
the board. "It was awful good for
the airport. We're pleased to have
anything that will get people to
come out to the airport."

FROM PAGE 1
said. "If he has a reduction of income, should we have a pool out
there to offset that? I think it can
be done."
"If they can find $500 million
a year for anti-tobacco advertising, you would think they could
find a way to provide tobacco
growers with assistance in stabilizing their farming income," said
U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers, R-5th
District.
About 60,000 of Kentucky's
90,000 farmers grow tobacco,
and 9,000 of Indiana's 105,000
farmers do. According to 1993
University of Kentucky estimates,
tobacco nets about $1,844 an
acre, compared with $29.89 an
acre for corn and $73.18 for
soybeans.
Rod Kuegcl, president of the
Lexington-based Burley Tobacco
Producers Co-op, suggested that
the companies are protecting their
own profits but leaving farmers
with no way to recoup income as
the market shrinks.
Kuegel said farmers hope to
have a say in the tobacco package
as it makes its way through
Congress.
Whitfield said he thinks the
proposal to pay trial attorneys $2
billion is excessive. And he said
nothing has been said about states
kicking back some of the reimbursement for Medicaid costs to
the federal government, which

puts up most Of that money to
start with.
Whitfield said he doesn't feel
bound by the agreement
whatsoever.
"From my perspective, that
isn't anything except an agreement between a group of private
individuals," he said.
Ford said he has his ideas about where the money should
come from. But he said he's not
going to release proposals just
yet.
"If I would put out where the
money would come from and
where we would put it, immediately those who are opposed to it
would be out from under the
rocks," he said. "But you can
bet that we'll be looking at every
crick and cranny to find a way to
protect the farmer, and I'm not
going to support it until my farmers feel they have an opportunity to be helped."
Right now, the farmers are too
busy worrying about the weather
to be concerned about a settlement that might be years in the
making.
"I guess you might say that
they've heard so much in, say,
the last five years that they're a
little bit hardened," said Gary
Palmer, extension tobacco specialist at the University of Kentucky. "And (they) just feel like
to some extent that there's no
need to get too excited until they
hear specifics."

Malcolm X widow dies
on Monday from burns
By JIM FITZGERALD
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP),..— Pregnant
with twins and already the
mother of four girls, Betty Shabazz fell to her knees at Harlem's
Audubon Ballroom and sobbed
"They killed him!" after gunmen
fired 16 shots into Malcolm X.
But the legacy of her husband
did not die with him on Feb. 21,
1965. The life and preachings of
the civil rights leader were reborn
— recounted in his wife's own
quiet way, distinct from his fervent style.
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pick where he played sparingly as
a rookie. According to team sources. Brown becomes a free agent
July 1.
Officials have been unable to
locate Brown since the incident
was reported and say there is not
much they can do until he shows up.
"These are misdemeanors and
if he has left the state, there's not
much we can do," Ray said. "I
would hope he would turn himself in and face the charges."
Brown declined comment on
the incident when the Ledger
spoke with him by telephone at
his home in Arkansas Tuesday
morning.

Mrs. Shabazz died Monday
from burns she suffered in a June
I fire apparently set by her
troubled 12-year-old grandson.
She was 61.
"Today America and the world
has lost a champion of solid dignity and quiet strength," the Rev.
Jesse Jackson said. "She never
stopped giving and she never became cynical. She leaves today
the legacy of one who epitomized
hope and healing."
In addition to daughters Qubilah and Attallah, Mrs. Shabazz is
survived by daughters Ilyasah,
Gamilah, Malikah and Malaak.
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FROM OUR READERS
Hog farm issue addressed
Dear Editor:
The intent of this letter is try to wake the sleeping giant of public
opinion. Not to the great issues of the day,such as, the coming Cold War
with Red China. Rather, to awaken our people to the "hot" regional war
with the Mega-Hog industry presently moving into Western Kentucky.
Thanks to our State Legislature, a law was passed and signed by
Governor Patton last year, which included Mega-Hog operations under
the same rules as the small family fanner concerning waste disposal.
The truly disgusting part of this action was legislators knew in
advance the economic and ecological devastation the mega-producers
from North Carolina would bring to Western Kentucky. Do you not
think it unusual that no self-praise was forthcoming from our own State
Senator Jeff Green, for bringing a new industry into our area, as he
normally would. One can only presume Senator Green was silent
because he knew of the environmental impact that accompanies his
support. If he had not supported the hogs coming he would have warned
his constituents more than a year ago. This certainly calls into question
his loyalty to WK voters.
Get this! Our Calloway Fiscal Court passed the first reading of an
ordinance which promised to really, really, punish the Mega-Hog
Industry for their every violation of State or Federal law. Why? No
ordinance is needed to enforce existent laws; every day the Sheriff
makes arrests, and Judges sentence violators of the law. I would suggest
the County Attorney advise the Court that the ordinance was superfluous
but he wrote it! ????
My fellow citizens, this is a wonderful retirement community,and one
of the many negative effects of the Mega-Hog operations will be:
When the hogs arrive, I think many retirees will leave. The advantage
of having retirees in any area is that they are economic and moral assets.
They come with their own support, buy and maintain nice homes, have
no children to educate, are not welfare cases, nor do they participate in
crime. They provide a substantial portion of our tax base. And have
contributed significantly to our community having a very good hospital
with an excellent cadre of physicians. Tourists as well as retirees come to
our area to enjoy the pristine or yet uncontaminated environment and
congeniality of our people.
I can envisage property values plummeting because of the stench of
the hogs, along with the pollution of ground water, streams, and
ammonia (urine) rain. Oh yes, the property values for the "old line"
families will crumble as well.
Please, do your best to attend the next Fiscal Court meeting at the
Weaks Center.
Edsel Proctor
4576 State Rt. 121 South, Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 16 — Fort Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram, on selling
computers to China:
In his insatiable enthusiasm to curry favor with China through
trade, President Clinton has rationalized its human rights abuses,
weapons proliferation and questionable adherence to protecting intellectual property rights, but the sale of super-computers to Beijing
should give Clinton pause about U.S. national security. ...
The administration has argued in the last two years that the highpowered systems were being sold for civilian use. Such assurances
ignore the pervasive influence of the Chinese military throughout
critical sectors of China's economy. For instance, one laboratory
devoted to peaceful research also works for the army to develop
long-range missiles. ...
The record of Beijing's noncompliance with accepted international behavior in several areas should raise general skepticism in
Washington, but Clinton's unqualified embrace of free trade to allow U.S. technology to be turned toward long-term Chinese military advantage represents alarming official negligence.
June 16 — The Herald-Sun of Durham, N.C., on choice of
chairman of panel on racial issues:
Pardon our hometown pride, but President Clinton made the only
logical choice when he picked historian John Hope Franklin to lead
a seven-member advisory panel on race issues.
A former professor at N.C. Central University and now James B.
Duke professor of history emeritus at Duke, Franklin is one of the
nation's most honored scholars. In 1995, he received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation's highest civilian honor, from
Clinton.
Franklin, 82 and still going strong, has plenty of work ahead of
him as chairman of the race-relations panel. In the early years of
this century, black leader W.E.B. DuBois said the problem of the
color line is the problem of our time, and so it has been for the
United States. ...

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on ow "Fortun" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not he
more than 500•words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
era. Allen currently teaches at University of Tennessee at Martin.
Firmly rooted in Kentucky, Belue's book tells a previously untold
story of the buffalo east of the
Mississippi River. "When people
think of buffalo," he says, "they
think of the bison of the Great
Plains. The mythology of the buffalo centers on the west with its
huge herds, but the buffalo was in
Kentucky and the east too."
Buffalo arrived in this region
fairly late, according to Belue. He
explains that the animals most likely
crossed the Bering Strait and populated the northern and southern
Great Plains first, but did not get to
the lower Mississippi Valley until
the early 1500's. The first evidence
of the massive animals appeared in
accounts by the explorer DeSoto.
By around 1820, however, the ani-

mals were gone from the east,
driven to virtual extinction by greed
and exploitation.
Buffalo became a booming business around Wickliffe and Cairo:
their tallow, hides and tongues were
a valuable commodity. A tannery in
18th century Cairo processed
13,000 hides per year, and demand
for buffalo byproducts txiomed up
and down the Mississippi River.
The word Belue uses to describe the
wanton killing of buffalo is "rapacious." He likens the casual slaughter to the way some people kill
turtles when they pass them on the
road. "They're there,so people drive
over them."
A hands-on historian, Belue is
not content to limit his work to
research on how the Shawnee and
longhunters lt,cd. "I c() out and do

what they did." he explain, I knox.
what its like to he in a lean-to.
freezing in the V. inter. I xe been
shooting flintlocks tor ox er
years, and I've cooked and tasted
buffalo tongues and marro
bones."
Beluc's passion for authenticity
has been honored in many ay5.. His
landmark study of the buffalo east
of the Mississippi, for instance, has
been accepted into the archives of
Harvard University, as well as the
Library' of Congress. His most treasured accolade is that he has been
adopted by the Shawnee of White
Oak, Oklahoma.
"I like to think that spirit comes
through in my writing," he admits.
"When you have done things, you
have a whole different idea of what
it's like to set a trap and then wait for
days to get something,or to get a fire
going when your priming powder is
wet."

An autograph party with other
local writers is another part of the
June 30 event at the library. Starting
time is noon, and the audience is
encouraged to bring a brown hag
lunch. For more information, call
Gerry Reed at the library. The
phone number is 502-753-2288.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Paducah Sun
The law of unintended consequences has been invoked once
again. The state legislators who acted 17 years ago to keep local
governments' hands off agriculture undoubtedly believed they were
protecting rural Kentucky and its farm inhabitants. It doesn't look
that way now, to the dismay of at least three western Kentucky
counties.
The fiscal courts of Hickman, Fulton and Carlisle counties seek
to adopt ordinances setting out the standards and terms for mammoth livestock operations such as the hog production business
proposed near Dublin.
But Hickman County Attorney Tom Bugg sees potential trouble
in the 1980 Freedom to Farm Act, which he says voids any county
ordinance restricting agriculture. The statute has not been tested in
the courts, but the county attorney said litigation probably would be
the result if the fiscal court pushed the issue too far.
Plans by a Mayfield businessman to build a farrowing facility for
5,760 sows on 350 acres in Hickman County have dominated the
political discussion along the Mississippi River in Kentucky for
several weeks. During the next 10 years, the operator seeks to build
nine more facilities of similar size in five western counties. Because of the sheer immensity of the hog enterprise and the profound environmental implications, the proposal has been understandably controversial. ...
The ordinances themselves are moderate in nature. They don't
seek to kill or prohibit any project, simply to establish some reasonable controls to protect the citizenry and provide safeguards.
But the Freedom to Farm Act is on the books as a possible barrier to the ability of the fiscal courts to govern in the best interests
of their people. ...
The law, and people's attitude toward it, needs to catch up to the
new realities about farming. The main job will have to be done in
Frankfort, but in the meantime, the county governments in far western Kentucky will have to cope under whatever authority they have.
The Daily Independent, Ashland
State and local law enforcement officials have sent a message to
Kentuckians wanted on felony charges: Don't apply for food

stamps. If you do, you could get arrested.
In the past, those wanted by police could apply for and receive
food stamps with little chance of increasing the likelihood that they
would be arrested. That's because most food stamp information
was confidential.
But no more. Using the once-confidential information on food
stamp applications, law enforcement officials in Louisville and
Lexington arrested 85 people wanted on felony charges. The effort
was coordinated by the office of Attorney General Ben Chandler
and is just the first of a number of similar stings that will be conducted throughout the state.
Those arrested were wanted on charges ranging from murder to
numerous parole violations. In addition, Chandler said they may be
charged with obtaining food stamps fraudulently, also a felony.
Federal law prohibits convicted felons from getting food stamps.
We applaud the efforts. The interest of nabbing those accused of
violating the law supersedes any perceived rights of privacy those
applying for food stamps may have.
The Courier-Journal, Louisville
We enjoy lawyer jokes as much as the next non-lawyer, but the
folks at the Kentucky Revenue Cabinet have gone too far.
They're obviously annoyed at the attorneys who, on behalf of
taxpayers, successfully pushed the lawsuit that overturned Kentucky's intangible property tax on stock in out-of-state companies.
These lawyers did their jobs and now want to collect their fees
-- just as Kentuckians who've been paying the intangibles tax want
to collect their refunds. But the Revenue Cabinet is balking at deducting the legal fees from the S181 million or so that's to be
refunded.
A spokesman for the cabinet actually suggested in court this
week that the lawyers could bill the 100,0(X) Kentuckians who are
eligible for refunds.
The fact is, the only way the lawyers for those who challenged
the intangibles tax are going to get paid is if the Revenue Cabinet
deducts their fees from the tax refunds. The Revenue Cabinet
knows that, and so do the Kentucky Supreme Court and the Court
of Appeals.

Americans debate free speech

..

Just drop us a line •••

At high noon on June 30, Murray
author Ted Franklin Belue will
stride down Main Street dressed in
buckskin. And though no shootout
is planned, hell be bearing weapons
too, as well as other accoutrements
of the Anglo and Indian cultures of
18th century America. Somewhere
on his person, Belue will be carrying at least one copy of his book,
"The Long Hunt: Death of the
Buffalo East of the Mississippi,"
which he will be discussing as part
of Calloway County Library's
"Freedom is Not Free" celebration,
in honor of lndependance Day.
Belue is one of several local
authors who will be on hand from 12
to 2 next Monday afternoon to
discuss and sign copies of their
books. Christine Pogue, widow of
Forrest Pogue, will also participate.
She will be reading from her late
husband's biography of General
George Marshall, who conceived
the Marshall Plan to help Europe
recover from the devastation of
World War II.
Robert Allen, former Murray
State University English professor,
will read from "Simple Annals,"
which draws extensively from
family stories about the Civil War

WASHINGTON (AP) - You
can burn a flag, but you had better think twice before insulting an
onion. You can write a novel that
inspires violence like the Oklahoma City bombing, but you cannot run ads hawking cigarettes
just anyplace.
Free speech in the land of the
free is not as free as you might
think.
In a debate as old as the republic, Americans arc weighing
once again when it is proper to
place limits on the First Amendment's protections of unbridled
speech.
—In Washington, yet another
effort is under way to have Congress pass a constitutional
amendment outlawing desecration
of the American flag. This marks
the third such attempt since the
Supreme Court ruled in 1989 that
burning a U.S. flag is protected
expression.
—The tobacco industry and
anti-smoking forces negotiated a
deal that would set sharp limits
on cigarette ads, dooming Joe
Camel and the Marlboro Man
along with marketing of cigarettes on the Internet and billboards.
The deal would have to be approved by Congress and could result in strict federal regulation of
tobacco advertising. The Supreme
Court already has let stand Balti-

ban books."
So how free is free speech?
Oliver Wendell Holmes articulated the practical limits in 1919
with his dictum that "the most
stringent protection of free
speech would not protect a man
in falsely shouting fire in a theater and causing a panic."

COMMENTARY

NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer
more's ban on billboard ads for
cigarettes and alcoholic beverages, and other cities are trying
out the concept.
—In a new trend, more than a
dozen states have enacted "veggie libel" laws that forbid
spreading disparaging false information about food products.
Texas cattlemen are using their
state's ''agricultural disparagement" law to sue Oprah Winfrey
for airing a show on mad cow
disease in which she exclaimed:
"It has just stopped me from eating another burger!"
—Human rights advocates last
year protested republication of a
racist underground novel, "The
Turner Diaries." that prosecutors
claimed was Timothy McVeigh's
blueprint for the Oklahoma City
bombing. The publisher countered that distribution of the
novel would help shed light on
the "sick minds" of supremacist

groups.
Free-speech lawyer Floyd
Abrams finds it "disheartening
that so many attacks on First
Amendment values are proceeding at once."
Disheartening, but not necessarily surprising.
"First Amendment issues are
always unpopular," Abrams said.
"That's why we need a First
Amendment."
He called the perennial flagburning debate a glaring example
of some people's willingness to
infringe on free speech and said
"veggie libel" laws are ripe to
be found unconstitutional.
A voluntary agreement to curb
tobacco ads would be appropriate, Abrams said, but not federal
regulations that interfere with
free-speech rights. As for
whether a novel incited McVeigh
to violence, he said: "There's no
reason to think 'The Turner Diaries' had no impact, but we don't

It is up to the courts to determine when speech crosses that
fuzzy line where the harm it
would inflict is too great to be
tolerated.
Americans are quick to think
the line has been crossed.
On issues from flags to food,
"It is occurring to people that
speech can cause injury, and in
their zeal to curtail injury they
are anxious to curtail speech,"
said Barry Friedman, a law professor at Vanderbilt University.
That is why free-speech advocates are happy these decisions
usually end up being made in
court.
"We cherish free speech, we
like the idea of it, but when certain kinds of viewpoints or attitudes are expressed and are then
protected by the First Amendment, we suddenly become critical," said Emory University law
professor David Bederman.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

One newborn admission
, dismissals and one expira
tion at
Murray-Calloway Coun
ty Hospital for Thursday. June
19, have
been released as follow
s:

Newborn admission
Turner baby boy, mother
, Francis
Michelle Turner, Cad
iz.
Dismissals
Miss Amanda J. Qui
cah; Mrs. Pamela Geontana, Padurgann Wood
and baby boy, Hickor
y;
William Vincon Pa
Dawna M. lmmele andge, and Mrs.
baby girl, Cadiz; Mrs. Bettie I
Grooms, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Avis Odessa
Mrs. Janice G. Car Brown, Hardin;
r and baby boy,
Farmington;
Mrs. Jennifer Wyatt
Burkeen and
baby boy, Dexter;
Ja
Trenton, Tenn.; Bruce mes 0. Cole,
Gilbert, Fulton;
Mrs. Michele Lynn
Gant and baby
boy, Mayfield; Mrs.
Jimmie Doris
Greer, Almo;
Mrs. Bessie Irene
Bynum, Mrs.
Marelle B. Farless,
Mrs. Irene Myrtle
Hornback, Herbert Ewi
n Calhoon, Mrs.
Myrtle E. Bolen,
Herbert J. Dick, Mrs.
Bucy, Christopher Ton Eloise Bobbie
y-Evan Kelly,
Mrs. Melissa A. Ellis
and baby boy,
John L. Kirksey, Mrs.
Meadows, Mrs. Darlen Lexa Carleen
e
Ms. Shirley M. Stone, L. Brooks, and
all of Murray,
• • •.

Four newborn admiss
ions and
dismissals at Murray
-Calloway
County Hospital for Fri
day, June
20, have been re
leased as
follows:
Newborn admission
s
Gunn baby boy, par
ents, Melissa
and Chris, Benton;
Barrett baby girl, parent
and Timothy, Mayfield; s, Kimberly
Henley baby boy,
parents, April

CAN YOU HEAR
BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WORDS?
A free offer of special
interest to
those who hear but do
not understand words has been ann
ounced by
Beltone. A non -opera
ting model of
the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind
will be given absolu
tely free to
anyone who sends for
this free
model now.
Send for this model, put
it on and
wear it in the privacy
of your own
home. It will show you
how tiny.
hearing help can be. It
is not a real
hearing aid and it's you
rs to keep
free. The actual aid wei
ghs less than
an eighth of an ounce,
and it's all at
ear level, in one uni
t.
These models are fre
e, so we
suggest you write
for yours now.
Again, we repeat, the
re is no cost,
and certainly no obl
igation. All
hearing problems are
not alike and
some cannot be helped
by a hearing
aid but many can, So, sen
d for your
free model now. Thousa
nds have
already been mailed, so
be sure to
write today LO Beltone Hea
ring Aid
Service. 918 Broadway.
P.O. Box
2426. Paducah. KY
42002
Name

City

Newborn admission
Rogers baby boy, parent s
s, LaDonna
and Noah, Hazel;
Thompson baby gir
l, parents,
Tammy and Michael,
Murray;
Hardin baby girl, mot
her, Joycelyn
Hardin, Hazel;
Maddox baby girl, par
ents, Becky
and Jimmy, Benton;
Allen baby boy, parent
s, Theresa
and Greg,

Cadiz.

Dismissals
Mrs. Martha G. Wilson
and Robert
H. Burroughs, Hardin
; Charles Mrs.
Angela S. Flood,
Cadiz;
Elijah Hayden f3alentin
Enoch and Mrs. Ber e, Almo; Rex
niece Stone,
Hazel;
Barry J. Thomas, Mrs
Morefield, Pat W. Car. Betty Eugene
Edward Outland, Cantreraway, James
ll
Paul Anthony Kinsey, Jones,
Edwards, and Mrs. The Michael Todd
lma Stockton,
all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Odelle Hodges
Vance, Murray.

r

SUBSCRIBE

rray High School Band
Boosters will meet Th
at 7 p.m. in the high sch
ursday, June 26,
ool band room. The pur
pose of the meeting
will be to disucss the bu
dget for 1997-98 season
, to
assignments, and to vot
e on an amendment to the make committee
bring the Band Booste
by-laws that will
rs' policy and expens
e reimbursement in
agreement with the pol
icy of the school board.
All parens of band
students, including mid
dle school and beginning
freshmen, are urged
to attend.

Methodists' study on
Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. David

Gowans

Mr. and Mrs. Davi
d Gowans of Murr
wedding anniversa
ay will celebrate the
ry Wednesday, Ju
ir 50th
ne 25.
They were married
June 25, 1947, at
Detroit, Mich.
Nazareth Lutheran Ch
urch,
Mrs. Gowans is the
former Edna Rush.
the faculty of the
Mr. Gowans is retire
Musi
Murray State Univer c Department of the College of Fin d from
e Arts at
sity.
They have three dau
ghters, Mrs. Judy
Adams and husban
Nashville, Tenn., Mr
d, Jimmy,
s. Liz Flanagan
Ark., and Mrs. Jea
and husband, Jay,
n Perkins, Lexing
Jon
esboro,
ton. They also hav
daughter, Kellye Geu
e one grandrin of Jonesboro,
Ark.
A family celebrati
on will take place
at Justine's, Memp
his, Tenn.

DEADLY NEUROM
USCULAR
DISEASES
MEW

Muscular Dystrophy Ass

ociation

1-800-572-1717

-Standard & High Ri
sk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main Street, Mu
rray
502-753-0489

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

Gentle Corrective
Chiropractic Care Ca
n Help
Call 75
Let me help you thr
ough chiropractic.
We care about you
r health and are
dedicated to quality
care.

STYLE."

sionate Friends' Supp
26, at 7:30 p.m. in the hos ort Group will meet Thursday, June
pital board room of Mu
rray-Calloway
County Hospital. This gr
oup is comprised of those
who have lost an
infant, child, or young adu
lt through accident, illnes
s, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), sti
llb
mation call Director of Pas irths or miscarriages. For more infortoral Care Mike Rumble
Coordinator of Compassi
at 762-1274 or
onate Friends Hilda Ben
nett at 498-8324.
Cele

bration on Thursday

A "Start of Construction
Celebration" will be Th
ursday, June 26,
at 10 a.m. at the construct
ion site of the Glendale
Community. This is
Place Retirement
located adjacent to the
Glenda
Christ. For more inform
ation call Charles Olre.e le Church of
, 753-3714.

SS representative he
re Thursday

anizational Society (S
OS) will meet tonight (T
at 7 p.m. at Shoney's. Ji
uesday)
m Napier will present
a pr
On Fishing." The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenomi ogram on "Tips
national, support
and social group for single
adults, whether always
divorced or widowed. For
sin
more information call Jan gle, separated,
Liz at 759-0212.
e at 489-2046 or

S FFA reunion planned

A reunion of all former members
of Murray Training School
College High School Chapter
of Future Farmers of America wil /
l be
held at the Walter Lee Steely fa
rm on Murray-Paris Road on Sat
urday, July 5, 1997, at 4 p.m. For fur
ther information contact Donald
Crawford at 753-5384, Pete Wa
ldrop at 753-9662, or Howard Ste
ely
at 436-5999. This will be for me
mbers and their spouses.

Tennis camps schedu
led at CCHS
Call

oway County High Scho
ol will offer tennis camp
mer. Student camps wil
s this suml be July 14 to 18 for
first through sixth
grades and July 21 to 25
for seventh through 12t
h grades. Sessions
will be from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. with cost bei
ng $50. Adult camps
for any male or female
adult will be July 14, 15
and 17 from 5:30 to
8 p.m. with cost being $3
0. Registration is reques
ted by July 9 by
calling Sue Outland at 75
3-8682 or Calloway Coun
ty Board of Education at 753-3033.

ANY ONE
REGULAR PRICED ITEM

YMCA DAY CAMP
begins

June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & sw
imming

CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Mon.-Sal. 10 a.m to 9 p.m
• Sun. 12.30 to 6:00 pin
.

NM MN MI
INIM NM OM N
M MN MN INN
MEI NM MN
4
NM OM gm

Roundtable We

dnesday
The Women's Bus
ine
25, at 7:30 a.m. at Mu ss Roundtable will meet Wednesday,
rray-Calloway Coun
Ju
ty Chamber of Comm ne
Centre. All intereste
erce
d women are inv
ite
Sherry Purdom at Mu
d. For information
rray-Calloway Coun
call
ty Chamber of Co
753-5171.
mmerce,

Lynn Grove High School
Class of 1957 will have
its 40th reunion
on Saturday, July 5, at Cur
ris Center, Murray Sta
reception at 4:30 p.m.
te University. A
in the Dance Lounge at
Curtis Center will
precede the reunion. All
friend
to come by during the rec s of members of the class are invited
eption to visit with th
em.
MT

Bring this coupon
in on Wednesday,Ju
ne 25 and receive
only on one item. Do
30% off one regular
es not include gift
priced item of your
certificates, styling sa
clearance items, J NC
choice! Offer good
lon, gift wrap,
O',Levi* or Nike*
fragrances, Value Ri
apparel. May not be
or in combination
ght*, sale or
redeemed for cash
with any other JC
, used for payment
Penney coupon.
on any account,

YOUR

Murray Water District
3 will flush the hydran
June 25, from 11 a.m.
ts on Wednesday,
to 3 p.m. Persons are ask
clothes during this per
ed to not wash any
iod. The district is in
the area from Johnny
Robertson Road west
to Lynn Grove. For inf
ormation call 435-4143
.
Business

Lynn Grove class plan
s reunion

ONE DAY ONLY!

LOVE

District 3 will flush
hydrants

Singles (SOS) will me
et tonight
Singles Org

Dr. B. Scott Fost
er
Caring for all yo
ur Chiropractic need
s
1210 Johnson Blvd
. Murra , KY

Wednesday, June 2
5
JCPenney - Murray,
Ky. Only

I

The Murray Writers'
Workshop, a nonprofit
organization, will
meet Wednesday, June
25, at 11 a.m. Meetings
will also be held July
9 and July 23 at the sa
me time. For more inform
ation call Alan T.
Cook at 753-7284.

e Love of Barbie Club wil
l meet Tuesday, June 24
Calloway County Public
, at 5 p.m. at
Library. Membership
is open on a pro rated
basis and visitors are we
lcome.

SAVE NOW

JCPenney

Writers' Workshop We
dnesday

Love of Barbie Club
will meet
Th

9-8000 for an Appo
intment

OFF

The Baptist Men of Wes
tside Baptist Church wil
l sponsor a churchwide cookout on Wedn
esday, June 25, at 6:30
will be the guest speake
p.m. Bob Warren
r. After the cookout the
will meet with their
youth and children
regular classes.

A representative from the
Social Security office wil
way Public Library on Th
l be at Calloursday, June 26, from 10
:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative
will be available to help
with filing claims
and answering questions
.

Back Pain ? Head
aches ?
Neck Pain ?
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Nit
enga
chell
Edw
Th
Clark
Bent
Th
Myer
Mi
will
Scien
Brig
Mr
and
He is
ers a
Th
Bapti
A
All
recep

Compassionate Friend
s will meet
Compas

Call Me To Compa
Our Price & Cove re
rage
On Auto Insuranc
e

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Russell B. Sison, minist
er of programs of First
Church, will lead a stu
United Methodist
dy of Genesis beginning
Wednesday, June 25.
Sessions will be held
on Wednesdays and Sund
ay through Aug. 6.
No classes will be held
on July 6 and July 20
. Sessions will run
from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
each Wednesday and
Sunday.

Local couple observin
g
their 50th anniversar
y

I

Zip

r Now Imo INN

Band Boosters to me
et Thursday
Mu

Five newborn admiss
ions, dismissals and one exp
iration at
Murray-Calloway Coun
ty Hospital for Saturday, Jun
e 21, have
been released as follow
s:

753-5227

Address

State

and Stanley, Mayfield;
Owens baby boy, par
ents, Leslie
and Dale, Murray
Dismissals
James Webburn Burkee
n and Mrs.
Eula M. Butler, Dexter;
Mrs. Lalah Mae
Rudolph and Ms May
belle Greer,
Hardin;
Mrs. Annie Rubena
Peal, Hazel;
Justin Thomas McMull
in and Sam
Monroe Hester, Benton
; Frank Henry
Finley, Kirksey:
George Dillon, New Con
cord; Jasper Eugene Wyatt. Alm
o; Mrs. Joyce
A. Bell, Hamlin;
Robert A. Morris, Ude
Mrs. Luetta Haynes, ll D. Erwin,
Robert Clare
Franks, Charles Reid
Rains,
Mrs. LaDonna Kristine
baby girl, Lloyd D. Sill Sparks and
s,
Clark, Mrs. Glenda S. Rickey Neal
Ne
Mrs. Amy Marie Boulno wsome,
ence V. Olive, and Del is, Mrs. Flormar Joseph Robinson, all of Murray.
• • • •
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Club hears Mrs. Kelly

CALENDAR

Lori Mechelle Thompson
and Kevin Lane Edwards
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Thompson-Edwards
wedding to be June 28
Mr. and Mrs. Ted 0. Thompson Sr. of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lori Mechelle Thompson, to Kevin Lane Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Edwards of Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Clark of Benton and the late Mr. and Mrs. Hoy N. Thompson of
Benton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Myers of Benton and the late Mr. and Mrs. Glen Edwards of Benton.
Miss Thompson, a 1994 graduate of Marshall County High School,
will be a 1998 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Public Relations. She is currently employed by
Briggs & Stratton.
Mr. Edwards is a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School
and a 1995 graduate of West Kentucky Vocational Technical School.
He is a member of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and is employed by D.C. Electric, Benton.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 28, 1997, at 6 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin.
A reception will follow in the Family Life Center at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Challenge quilts
will be on display
The first public display of the
1997 Kentucky Heritage Society
Challenge Quilts will be during
the Kentucky Lake Area Quiltfest
Friday, June 27, and Saturday,
June 28, in the Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University.
The theme for this year's challenge quilts is "KHQS Reaching
for the Stars." Each individual
participating in the challenge had
to have at least one star of any
design somewhere in the quilt.
The 22 quilts made by KHQS
members from Kentucky, Indiana
and Ohio will be displayed at
various quilting activities across
Kentucky until June 1998.
Two Calloway County quilters,
Phyllis Miller and Peggy Smith,
participated in the 1997 Challenge, and their quilts arc in-

cluded in the display. NliIlcr's
quilt is titled "Danger! Love Apples," and Smith's quilt is titled
"Nothing is Certain But Quilting
and Taxes."
More than 130 other quilts will
be displayed in seven categories:
pieced, applique, whole cloth and
other techniques, baby quilts,
wall hangings and miniatures,
patriotic and wearable. Visitors
will select their favorite quilts in
each of these categories, and
Viewers' Choice awards will be
made Saturday afternoon.
The Kentucky Lake Quiltfest,
sponsored by Quilt Lovers of
Murray, also features a merchants
mall, demonstrations, workshops
and lecture. The Quiltfest will be
open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday
and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Admission is $3.

Tuesday, June 24
Murray Lions Club meeting/6:30
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Love of Barbie Doll Club/5
p.m./Calloway Public Library. Note
date and time change.
Northside Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6-8:30 p m.
Info/759-9861.
Dexter Seniors activities/9:30 a.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weak, Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p miprivate dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH
1nfo/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night 0u1/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Shoney's. Info/Jane,
489-2046, or Liz, 759-0212.
Independent Christian Singles/7
p miSenior Citizens Center, Mayfield.
Info/762-0231 or 753-6718.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Eva Wall Mission Group/1:30
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church Christians Responding to Current Issues/1:30 p.m.;
Teen Bible College/6 p.m.; WMU
Leadership/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery. MSU/open 11
a rn.-1 0 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center. MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -430 p.m.
Wednesday, June 25
Flushing of hydrants by Murray Water District 3 from 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Women's Business Roundtable/7:30
a.m./Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commere Centre.
Northside Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6-8:30 p.m.
In10/759-9861.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Olympic Plaza/8:30-11:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/1 1 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
Murray Country Club ladies MemberGuest Day Golf/9:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies' bridge and
golf/9:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Teen Life/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/6
p m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p m.
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Wednesday, June 25
First Presbyterian Church Choir
practice/6:30 p m
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 am , Wacky Wednesday ( Grades 1-6)/10 a.m.; Jr. High
UMYF/5 p m , Tom Turner Silent
Prayer/6 p.m.; UMYF dinner/6:15 p.m :
Genesis Study/6 30 p.m.; Sr. High
UMYF/6:45 p.m , Chancel Choir/710
pm
First Baptist Church Day Camp
(ages 7-10)/930 a m -2.50 p.m.; Teen
Bible College/6 p m.; Library
open/6:15 pm
Children's Super
Summer Studies/6.30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting and Bible study/6:35 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Linda Kelly, right, presented a review of the book, Katharine Graham's
Personal History at the May meeting of Murray Magazine Club held at
Racer Inn. The devotion was given by Rainey Apperson, left. Eva Morris, second left, presided at the meeting. At second right is Maude
Jones, hostess. The club will meet Thursday, June 26, at 2 p.m. at
Racer Inn with Linda Kelly as hostess, Kay Carman giving the devotion
and Christine Pogue presenting the program.

MATHOPOWER
Algebra Geometry Calculus.
Call 1-800-97NACME.

TODAY

NACME

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men & Women

767-0780

University Square

Murray, KY

A picture speaks a thousand words...

111!
Before

After
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Need we say more?!
Call us today for a FREE consultation & let us tell
you how, Laura Wilson of Murray, KY lost

261/2 lbs & 22'12 inches!!!
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is celebrating their
10th

Anniversary
Special Events Daily
Refreshments Served
Have fun with
computer psychic readings

12:00 - 5:00

If you have an active checking account we will give
you cash for your check today and deposit in 12
days or your next payday!

Our Service is Quick, Easy & Confidential

WE WILL TURN NO ONE AWAY

Thursday,June 26
Image and Makeover Tips
Accessories & Skin Care by Judy Overbey

Friday,June 27
Lunch served from 11:00 - 2:00
Door Prizes - Computer Psychic
Readings
12:00 - 5:00

Saturday,June 28
$100.00 Gift Certificate Giveaway

SALE
Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1020
(Next to August Moon)

20% - 50% storewide Saving
and Drawing for Extra Discounts
305 S. 12th Murray • 753-7441
(NPvt to numptin's)
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NBA draft: Duncan
first, anything next
UK's Mercer, Anderson shoot for Top 10
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — With just
one bonafide superstar and 20 to 30 players
a notch below, this year's NBA draft is shaping up as a crapshoot.
Wake Forest center Tim Duncan will be
selected first Wednesday night when the
draft is held at Charlotte Coliseum.
Most experts agree that Duncan, a wellrounded player who can shoot, rebound,
pass, dribble and block shots, is the only true
impact player available.
After that, the opinions differ. Some say
plenty of decent players will be available;
others dismiss this draft as a weak one.
"They all say that because nobody wants
to take a risk," said Marty Blake, the director of the league scouting service who feels
this year's crop is anything but weak.
"There are 20 to 30 guys who are going
to be good players. It's a deep draft, but it's
being called weak because there aren't any
marquee players. The teams that are salivating are picking from 20th to 30th."
The Nos. 2 through 7 picks belong to Philadelphia, Boston, Vancouver, Denver, Boston and New Jersey, and the order might be
different by the time commissioner David
Stern makes his second or third trip to the
podium.
The 76ers, Celtics, Nets and Grizzlies
have been heavily involved in trade

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer

discussions.
"Everything's available after No. 1," one
Eastern Conference general manager said.
"Everything has been available for months
because this draft is regarded as such a weak
one."
It has made the guessing game surrounding the second through 10th picks so much
more intriguing this year.
The rumors surrounding the 76ers, who
pick second, have changed almost daily in
the past week. And the speculation was compounded when Utah senior Keith Van Horn
refused to work out for them.
At first, Philadelphia was said to be favoring Texas Tech forward Tony Battle. Then it
was Colorado point guard Chauncey Billups.
Either might be available a couple of spots
lower, so the 76ers might try to swing a deal
to move down a few notches.
Boston, picking third and sixth, wanted to
package the two picks and trade with San
Antonio for the No. I selection. But the
Spurs said no, and the Celtics are now sorting though separate offers for each of their
picks.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Two firstinning gift runs became a huge
cushion for Chicago Cubs rookie
Jeremi Gonzalez.
Gonzalez pitched a four-hitter
for his first career complete game
as the Cubs beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 3-0 Monday night and
stopped a five-game losing
streak.
"This is the best game I've
thrown my whole career," Gonzalez said.
Aided by two double-plays and
some shoddy base-running by the
Cardinals, Gonzalez (3-2) faced
two batters over the minimum.
"Jeremi was brilliant," said
teammate Mark Grace, who
homered and had two RBIs. "It's
pretty easy to win a ballgame
when your guy goes out there and
throws the type of game he did."
Gonzalez, a 22-year-old righthander, was making his sixth career start and had been 0-2 in his
previous three outings. He struck
out five and walked one, retired
12 of the last 13 batters, and said
he didn't surprise himself.
"The last game was the only
one I didn't throw good," he
said.

III See Page 7
Wake Forest center Tim Duncan is the top prize
of this year's draft, and San Anontio will be the
recipient

Paducah's Finley hits three HRs for Padres
By ROB GLOSTER
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Steve Finley tied his own team
record with three homers. Wally
Joyner added a pair of homers
and four RBIs. Trevor Hoffman
set a team record with his 109th
career save.
Yet the real hero for the San
Diego Padres in their 11-6 win
Monday night over the San
Francisco Giants was Jim

Bruske, who pitched five scoreless innings of relief for his
first major league win.
A few hours after being
promoted from the minors,
Bruske allowed three hits and
struck out three to allow the
Padres to get back into the
game.
"To have him come in and
give us five solid innings, that
gave us a huge lift. He really
gave us the opportunity to win

this game," said Tony Gwynn,
who had an RBI double and
went 3-for-6 to raise his average to .395.
Finley hit solo homers in the
first and seventh innings and
added a two-run shot — his
11th of the season — in the
ninth.
Finley, who also hit three
homers on May 19 at Cincinnati, tied a club record also
shared by Nate Colbert, who hit

three homers in a game in 1972.
It was the fifth multi-homer
game of Finley's career.
"I was surprised the first one
went out, but when the wind's
blowing out like that it travels
well to that part of the park,"
Finley said of the 20 mph wind
blowing toward right field.
Joyner hit a three-run homer
in the first and led off the sixth
with his eighth homer of the
season.

Archi Cianfrocco drove in
two runs for the Padres, who
have won 12 of their last 13
against the Giants. Finley had
four hits and Ken Caminiti
added three as the Padres had a
season-high 20 hits.
Stan Javier hit a two-run
homer, Damon Berryhill had a
two-run double and Jeff Kent
added a two-run single for the
Giants. Javier had four hits, including a double.

Gonzalez allowed five runs in
six-plus innings in his previous
start, a 5-3 loss to the Chicago
White Sox last Tuesday. In his
three outings before that, he allowed four earned runs in 18 1-3
innings.
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Delino DeShields got caught
off base twice and his fielding error at second allowed the Cubs to
score two first-inning runs. They
were outscored 25-10 during the
losing streak, including 9-0 in the
first inning.
"I felt I lost it all by myself
out there," DeShields said. "I
was the difference in the
ballgame."

Sweet 16
Yankees' Cone strikes out 16 Tigers
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
One after another, the Detroit
Tigers walked back to the dugout
following empty at-bats against
David Cone. Some rolled their
eyes, others shrugged their
shoulders.
"I saw those guys shaking
their heads," Yankees catcher
Joe Girardi said.
The Tigers were clueless
against Cone, who struck out 16
in eight innings Monday night to
lead the New York Yankees to a
5-2 win in Detroit.
"I don't know how you can
pitch much better," Girardi said.
Cone, who has lost just once in
New York ace David Cone has
been unbeatable in the last month.

You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected.
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Oranne
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
INSURANCE
Yoh!'partner in protection
got enough to worry about.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

13 starts since April 16, had his
most strikeouts in six years and
the most for the Yankees since
Ron Guidry set the team record
with 18 against the Angels on
June 17, 1978.
Cone (8-3) allowed just four
hits, including homers by Bob
Hamelin and Damion Easley, and
walked two. For the third straight
game, baseball's strikeout leader
was virtually unhittable.
"Over the last three games,
this is the best I've ever felt in
my career as far as real good
command and knowing what I'm
doing out there," Cone said. "I
might've had better starts, but not
with this knowledge and
command."
Cecil Fielder, making his second trip to Tiger Stadium since
Detroit traded him to the Yankees
last July 31, hit a three-run homer
to back Cone.

Fielder drew more boos than
cheers from the crowd of 14,556.
He went 2-for-3 with a walk, hitting his eighth homer.
"I can't control the fans,"
Fielder said. "Heck, I even get
booed in New York. I just try to
do what I can to help the team
win. I've had some good years in
this park and I had a good night
today."
Felipe Lira (4-4) lost his second straight decision following
four straight wins. He gave up
five runs and six hits in seven innings with a career-high six
walks.
White Sox 7, Royals 6
At Chicago, Albert Belle
homered and robbed Chili Davis
of a possible go-ahead, three-run
homer in the ninth.
Harold Baines and Mike Came-

• See
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Majoli enjoys Wimbledon win
By ROBERT MILLWARD
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— Iva Majoli's first-round
Wimbledon victory felt almost
like winning the French Open.
She didn't have a trophy to
collect this time. But the 19-yearold Croat grinned excitedly,
raised her arm in triumph and
soaked up the applause of the
fans.
It was her first win on the famous grass courts of Wimbledon.

"It's my first victory, so I was Greg Rusedski had the upper
really excited," Majoli said after hand. The British left-hander led
Monday's 2-6, 6-0, 6-3 triumph seventh-seeded Mark Philippousover Argentina's Mariana Diaz sis of Australia 7-6 (8-6), 7-6
Oliva. "When I won this match, I (8-6), 3-1 when play was halted
was almost as happy as when I
by darkness.
won the French Open. It was like
Rusedski, who had not even alrelief."
lowed Philippoussis a break point
Besides Diaz Oliva, Majoli
in 14 service games, was serving
also had to beat the rain that in- for a 4-1 lead when they resumed
terrupted play on Day One of the
play today.
tournament.
Another match to finish today
In the Centre Court duel of the
two fastest servers in the game, • See Page 7
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BRIEFS
UPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL
Room to Grow Preschool defeated United Commonwealth 13-2 last
Thursday night. For Room to Grow, Kelia Easley had three singles. Leslie
Wiggins had two doubles, Suzanne Chandler had two singles, Titfany
McDougal doubled and Shelia Bram* singled. United Commonwealth was led
by Whitney Morns and Krista Shelby who each singled.
• Peoples Bank was a 15-14 winner over WIsehart's Grocery on Thursday. For Peoples Bank, Cara Anderson had two singles, Malloray Rudolph
had a double and single, Hollis West had two singles and Colleen McDonald
had two singles and a double. For Wiseharrs, Kelly Duncan had four singles,
Linda Higgins had two singles, Amy Richerson had two singles and a double
and Jenni Pigg had a home run and two singles.
• FTWP was a 20-16 winner over MCCH. Laura Nixon led FTWP with two
singles, a triple and home run. Also, Marcie Williams had three singles, Melissa Villaflor had two home runs and Taryn Rotterman had three singles. For
MCCH, Ashley Dunn had a grand slam, a triple and single; Lindsay Homer
had a single and triple; Megan Raspberry two singles; Jennifer King two singles; Kacee Stonecipher a single; and Ashleigh Apple three singles and a
dobule

MIDDLE DIVISION
On Saturday, McKnight and Sons Sawmill and Sirloin Stockade battled
to a 15-15 tie. For McKnight and Sons, Danielle McMillan homered and
singled, Amanda Chadwick doubled and Megan Black and Mackenzie Jones
both singled. For Sirloin Stockade, Kelli Voorhies had two singles and Brooke
Henson and Sara Polivick added one each.
In Saturday's second game, Ross Roofing claimed a 19-8 win over Neon
Beach. Jessica Greer led Ross Roofing at the plate with two doubles and a
single while Ashley Chadwick added a home run and single, Shelly Kirks
tripled and Kaylee Ligon singled. For Neon Beach, Whitney Bast tripled and
singled, Chelsea Riggins had a home run, Kathryn Stalls doubled and Megan
Underwood singled.
In the third game Saturday, Belcher Oil Co. edged Murray Professional
Firefighters. Lacey Lattimer led Belcher offensively with two doubles and a
triple while Lacy Hocking had three singles, Krista Edwards added two singles, Ashley Edwards doubled and Amanda Enoch singled. For MPF, Cassie
Stevens had two singles, LaShonda Scott homered and Sara Scott doubled.
On Friday, Sirloin Stockade defeated Ross Roofing 15-5. Sherrie Sexton
led Sirloin Stockade with three singles while Courtney Murphey tripled and
Megan Hixon, Kellie Key and Teneille Elliott all singled. For Ross Roofing,
Kristen Wiggins and Jessica Greer had singles.
In the second game, Murray Professional Firefighters nipped McKnight
and Sons Sawmill 16-15. For MPF, Carley Faughn had two singles and a
triple, Megan Miller tripled and singled, Katie Waggoner doubled and singled
and Robbin Thweatt and Kelly Scott added singles. For McKnight and Sons,
Holly Gibbs, Haley Hart and Katie Smith had two singles and Kelly Arnold
added a grand slam.
In the third game Friday, Neon Beach downed Belcher 011 13-9. For Neon
Beach, Amber Anderson doubled and singled, Jenny Gingles and Chelsea
Riggins each had two singles and Shannon Coursey and Nicole Darnall each
doubled. For Belcher Oil, Julie Denham and Breanne Sykes had two singles
each and Amber Mitchuson tripled.
•

BRONCO LEAGUE
Coast to Coast defeated T.J.'s Estates 5-3 last Friday. Edward Baust
pitched a complete game for Coast to Coast, striking out 11. For Coast to
Coast, Kenny Scott singled twice, Robbie Hopkins doubled, and Baust, Ryan
Cobb, Nathan Jones and Chris Owen each singled. For T.J.'s Estates, Justin
Fox and Lucas Mathis each doubled and singled and Dustin Howard and Justin West each singled. T.J.'s Estates finished the season 9-3 while Coast to
Coast had an 8-3-1 record.

MUSTANG LEAGUE II
Hamilton Marble defeated Bridles to Britches 5-0. For Hamilton, Taylor
Thieke had three singles, Antonio Kendall had a triple and double, Chase Futrell had two singles; Mason Thomas, Matt Butterworth, Tyler Coursey and
Josh Davidson all had one single each. Pitchers Kendall and Thieke did not
allow any hits.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See

me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Tines CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
48 23
Baltimore
676
41
Now Yoh
32
51lQ
Toronto
471 144
33 37
Boston
33 40
452 16
D•tron
451 16
32 30
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Glen/eland
37 33 .529 —
IAN/auks*
35 35 .500 2
Chicago
35 37 .486 3
Kansas City
486 3
31 36
Minnesota
14 39
466 44
Waist Division
W
L Pct. GB
Sioatbs
581 —
43 31
Anaheim
534 34
39 34
Texas
36 36
500 6
Oakland
315 14
30 46
Monday's Games
NY Yankoss 5. Detroit 2
kinnsoota 7, Cleveland 2
Boston 7. Toronto 6
Ailvaiukee S. Baltimore 0
Chicago White Sox 7. Kansas City 6
Anaham 1, Texas 0
Seattle 6. Oakland 5
Tuesday's Games
N V Yankees (Mendoza 3-2) at Detroit (011vares
5-5). 605 pm
Minnesota (Stevens 0-0) at Cleveland (Wr)ght
0-0j. 605 pm
Boston (Suwon 2-0) at Toronto (Andular 0-3).
6.35 pm.
Baltimore (Boski• 3-3) at Milivauks• (Karl 2-8),
705 pm
Kansas City (Risley 2-4) at Chicago Whits Sox
(Alvarez 5-61. 705 pm
Anaheim (Springer 4-2) at Texas tyhi 4-5). 7 35
P.m
Oakland (Karsay 1-7) at Seattle (Johnsen 11-1),
905 pm
Wedne•day's Grimes
NY Yaniutas at Douai 1205 pm
Baltimore at Molivaukee, 105 p.m
' Kansas City at Chicago White Sok, 105 p.m
Anaheim at Texas. 1.35 p.m.
kinniosota at Cleveland, 6.05 pm
Boston at Toronto. 6.35 dm
Oakland st Soothe. 935 pm
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National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
47 27 .635
Florida
43 30 389
Montreal
42 31
.575 4.4
Now Yoh
42 32 .568 5
Philadelphoa
23 49
319 23
Centre) Division
W
I Pct. GB
Houston
37 38
4$3
Pittsburgh
34 40
459 24
St Loins
452 3
33 40
Conannati
411 6
30 43
Chicago
392 7'n
29 45
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Franasco
568 —
42 32
Colorado
520 ron
39 36
Los Anginas
37 37
500 5
San Diego
432 10
32 42
Biondsy's Game*
Montreal 5, Cinannaa 0
N.Y Mots 3. Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 9. Flonda 3
Chicago Cube 3. St. Louis 0
Pittsburgh 6. Houston 0
Los Angeles 5. Colorado 3
San Diego it. San Francisco 6
Tuesday's Gams,
San Dog° (Jackson 1-4) at San Francisco (Estee
9-2), 2.35 p.m.
Cincinnati (Morgan 2-5) at Morons& (C.Piorez
8-4), 4 35 pm
Florida (k Liner 5-5) at Phlad•lphia (Runcorn
0-t). 635 p.m
Atlanta (Brodt 0-0) at Y Mats (Clark 6-4). 6.40
pm.
Chicago Cubs (lAulholland 5-7) at St. Louis
(An Bones 5-3), 7.05 pm.
Pittsburgh (Lieber 3-8) al Houston (Wall 2-4).
705 pm
Colorado (Holmes 2-1) in Los Angeles (Maack.
3-6). 905 pm.
Wednesday's Gams.
pm
Florida at Phitadatohla, 1205.
Pittsburgh at Houston. 1215 pm
Ciricinnal at Montreal. 1235 p.m
Atlanta at N.Y. Wet. 1210 pm
San Diego at San Francisco. 235 pm
Chicago Cubs at St. Lase. 7a5 p.m.
Colorado at Los Angst., 9:35 p.m

was the battle between 1991
Wimbledon champion Michael
Such and 1993 runner-up Jim
Courier. Both are unseeded this
year. Stich led 7-6 (7-0), 1-2
when they resumed play on No. I
Court.
Defending men's champion Richard Krajicek looked impressive
in a 7-6 (7-5), 6-2, 6-4 victory
Monday over Germany's Marcello Craca, serving 19 aces.
And No. 2 seed Goran Iva-

nisevic fired 24 aces in his 6-1,
6-3, 6-3 win over Romania's
Dinu Pescariu.
Britain's Tim Henman won the
first match to be played on the
new 11,000-seat No. 1 Court.
downing Canada's Daniel Nestor
7-6 (13-11), 6-1, 6-4.
Today, No. 1 Pete Sampras began his quest for his fourth title
in five years by taking on Sweden's Mikael Tillstrom. Another
three-time champion, eighthseeded Boris Becker, faced Marcos Aurelio Gorriz of Spain.
Martina Hingis, the women's

•Cone...
FROM PAGE 6
ron also homered, helping Chicago to its fifth win in seven
games.
Jeff King and Jay Bell each hit
two-run homers for Kansas City.
They each singled in .the ninth,
and Davis hit a drive to deep left.
Belle leaped to the top of the leftfield wall and caught it to preserve the victory.
Matt Karchner (1-0) pitched 1
1-3 innings, and Roberto Hernandez pitched the ninth for his 17th
save. Hipolito Pichardo (2-3) was
the loser.
Twins 7, Indians 2
At Cleveland, Matt Lawton had

four hits and Brad Radke (8-5)
won his fourth straight start for
Minnesota.
No. 9 hitter Pat Meares had a
two-run homer and three RBIs
for the last-place Twins. Lawton
had his fourth career four-hit
game with four singles, and Terry
Steinbach had three hits and two
RBIs.
Sandy Alomar extended his
hitting streak to 22 games with a
single and Jim Thome had two
solo homers, his 19th and 20th,
for Cleveland's only runs.
Cleveland starter Chad Ogea
(5-8) was in trouble early in his
fifth straight shaky start.

top seed who hasn't yet made it
to the quarterfinals at Wimbledon
in two attempts, was first on No.
1 Court against qualifier Anne
Kremer of Luxembourg.
Hingis was beaten by Majoli at
the French Open, her only loss of
the year, and is seeded to meet
the Croat in the semifinals at
Wimbledon.
A natural clay-court player,
Majoli had suffered two firstround losses on the grass at
Wimbledon. But she didn't go
along with critics who said grass
was only good for grazing.
"1 don't eat too much grass,"
she said after Monday's victory.
"This match, just to win it, it's
like a dream come true. People
have always been telling me that
I could play well on grass, and 1
guess I never had confidence, especially here at Wimbledon."
Majoli also has a lot of people
on her side.
Coached by her brother Drago
and father Stank°, she has also
worked with Nick Bollettieri, former touring pro Goran Prpic and,
most recently, four-time Wimbledon doubles champion Peter
Fleming.
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Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m

at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

Summer Mail-In Rebate On
The Best Tiller On Earth
June 610 September 30, 1997

NI NBA Draft...
FROM PAGE 6
Vancouver general manager
Stu Jackson seems to be happy
keeping the fourth pick, but Denver, picking fifth, has a history of
draft-day trades.
New Jersey was said to be offering a package of Jayson Williams and the No. 7 pick in an effort to move up.
"There aren't many centers or
power forwards, but the draft is
loaded with small forwards and
shooting guards," Blake said.
"And there are a lot more point
guards than we've had in recent
years."
Among the players expected to
be picked among the top 10 are
high school forward Tracy
McCrady of Mt. Zion (N.C.)
Christian Academy, who signed a
$10 million sneaker endorsement
contract last week, and Kentucky
sophomore Ron Mercer, whose
stock has dropped considerably
since mid-March when he was
expected to be the second or third
player chosen.
Antonio Daniels of Bowling
Green and Billups are considered
the top two point guards and Battie, Van Horn, Colgate junior
Adonal Foyle, Villanova forward
Tim Thomas and Iowa State's
Kelvin Cato are in the top echelon of big men.
Among the lesser known play-

ers who should go in the middleto-late first round are Austin
Croshere of Providence, Danny
Fortson of Cincinnati, Maurice
Taylor of Michigan, Derek Anderson of Kentucky, Olivier St.
Jean of San Jose State, James
Cotton of Long Beach State,
Bubba Wells of Austin Peay,
Kebu Stewart of Cal State
Bakersfield, James Collins of
Florida State and John Taylor of
Tennessee-Chattanooga.

When you need a tough tiller to create a robust
garden with healthy soil, a BCS tiller is the
machine for you. BCS tillers are very durable
and easy to use. More than 1.5 million
gardeners in 80 countries are loyal
users of BCS machines for tilling,
sickle bar mowing, chipping and
more. The BCS "Gardener" is
an outstanding machine
and is on
sale for a
limited time.

J3c

MARSHALL
REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
3 yr./50,000 mile warranty

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

Hundreds more suss evadable. AU
remenelecasred to new comb:son.
Fussiest'q evadable as low as
$29 per month.

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

• 5 hp Engine
• 18" Tilling Box
Worlds Leader in
• All Gear Drive, No Belts or Chains Gardening Equipment
• No-Time-Limit Warranty On Transmission
• Sickle Bar, Lawn Mower, Snow Thrower
Attachments Available

$200

Mail-in Rebate on the purchase of
any BCS tractor with attachment!
($100 rebate for Models 710,
201, and 203)

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571

Your Local Murray

ALL ON SALE
Opal Hart

Store Owner

•All Home Appliances
•All Home Electronics
•Free Delivery
On All Home Appliances Over $399.99

TODAY'S SPECIAL

Jackie Rogers

Sales Representative
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•0% Finance Til '98
On Kenmore Washer & Dryers Over $399.99

1994 Pontiac Grand Am
Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, remote
entry, cassette, V-6.

$9,900

t

Purdom Motors, Inc.

Rex Paschall
Sales Reprosiontative

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

Rex Paschall has paned our sales Imam He
specializes in airconditomng and refrigeration
We welcome everyone to come meet our
friendly sales staff

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Open Till 7:00 Mon.-Thurs.

753-5315

*No Payment
*No Billing
*No Finance
*On Your Sears Charge
Offer Good June 26 thru June 28

Bel-Air Center • Murray
Phone 753-2310
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sunday 1-5
Seers
Card,
watt lew enssedfily istryertents.

Use yew
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Local students receive scholarships
The following students will re.eive scholarships from Murray
State University:

'Amanda Dawn Barrow, a 1997
graduate of CCHS has been
awarded a John W. Carr Scholar:hip and a Ina and Parvin Blalock
Scholarship at Murray State
'n iversity.
John W. Carr Scholarships may
he used to cover tuition and room/
hoard. It is renewable for four years
provided specific academic standards are met. Recipients must have
a minimum composite ACT score of
21 and rank in the top 15 percent of
their class or be a valedictorian,
salutatorian or a Governor's School
of Arts participant.
The Ina and Parvin Blalock Scholarship is awarded to a graduate of a
high school located in Calloway
County. Recipients must have de1 ionstrated leadership qualities
through extracurricular activities,
work or community and church-related services.
Barrow, the daughter of Zandra
Barrow of Murray and the late Dan
Barrow, will be majoring in dance/
rournalism. During high school she
v. a:active in the Drama Club,choir,
All-State Choir, West Kentucky
Ballet Company and Playhouse in

the Park. Barrow was the Top
Honors English Student and was a
participant in the Governor's School
of the Arts in 1995.

Timothy Johnston, a 1997 graduate of CCHS has been awarded a
Mabel Garrett Pullen Agriculture
Scholarship at Murray State
University.
Mabel Garreu Pullen Agriculture
Scholarships are awarded to students who will be pursuing one of
the career-oriented programs offered by the department of agriculture at MSU.Recipients are selected
based on their academic achievement, honors, awards, activities,
leadership
agriculture
and
experience.
Johnston,the son of W.Grant and
Claudia Brock of Hazel, will be
majoring in agriculture at MSU.
During high school he was a member of Future Business Leaders of
America and Future Farmers of
America (FFA) receiving a Greenhand Degree. Johnston participated
on the FFA parliamentary procedure team and the FFA agriculture
mechanization team. He was also
nominated for "Who's Who Among
American High School Students"
and the United States National
Mathematics Award.

Christina Stubblefield, a 1997
graduate of CCHS has been
awarded an Academic Achievement
Scholarship and a James C. Williams Jr. Memorial Scholarship at
Murray State University.
Academic Achievement Scholarships are awarded to students who
have demonstrated leadership qualities and show academic promise.
The James C. Williams Jr. Memorial Scholarship is awarded to a
graduate of Calloway County High
School who has demonstrated a
strong scholastic background.
Stubblefield, the daughter of Eddie and Carolyn Stubblefield of
Hazel, will be majoring in business
at MSU.During high school she was
active in basketball, track, softball,
soccer, the Beta Club, Co-Ed Y,the
Pep Club and the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. Stubblefield was
named to "Who's Who Among
American High School Students"
and was awarded the Scholastic
Achievement Award at the Calloway County Junior Miss Pageant.
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Josh Morton,a 1997 graduate of
CCHS has been awarded a Student
of the Week Scholarship at Murray
State University.
Morton, the son of James and
Hazel Morton of Hazel, will be
majoring in chemistry at MSU.

During high school he was a member of the varsity basketball team,
the Pep Club, Future Business
Leaders of America, Future Farmers of America(FFA)and participated on the FFA tobacco judging
contest team. An honor roll student,
Morton was named to "Who's Who
Among American High School Students" and was a Student of the
Week.

Sheila Lewis of Almo, will be
majoring in music at MSU. During
high school he was a member of
band, All-State Concert Band, AllState Orchestra, All-State Symphonic Band and he participated in
the Governor's School of the Arts.

TO:

RE:

Robert Lewis, a 1997 graduate
of CCHS has been awarded a John
W. Carr Scholarship Award and a
Music Department Scholarship at
Murray State University.
John W. Carr Scholarships may
be used to cover tuition and room/
board. It is renewable for four years
provided specific academic standards are met. Recipients must have
a minimum composite ACT score of
23 and rank in the top 15 perr.ent of
their class or be a valedictorian,
salutatorian or a Governor's School
of the Arts participant. Music Department Scholarships are awarded
to students majoring in music who
have demonstrated leadership qualities and show academic promise.
Lewis, the son of Patrick and

Stacey Buchanan,a 1997 graduate of CCHS has been awarded a
John W.Carr Scholarship at Murray
State University in Murray.
John W. Carr Scholarships may
be used to cover tuition and room/
board. It is renewable for four years
provided specific academic standards are met. Recipients must have
a minimum composite ACT score of
23 and rank in the top 15 percent of
their class or be a valedictorian, a
salutatorian or a Governor's School
of the Arts participant.
Buchanan is the daughter of
Bruce Buchanan of Murray and
Myra Buchanan of lax, Fla. Attending Mandarin High School of Jacksonville, Fla., for three years, she
was active in band. Since transferring to Calloway County High
School, Buchanan has become involved in the Medical Explorers
serving Post 803.

Jason Stations, a 1997 graduate
of CCHS has been awarded a Mabel
Garrett Pullen Agriculture Scholar-

Come celebrate JO
years ofcelebration.
ii''-';i1%Freedom

Fest'97

Bluegrass State Games officials
announced today that the June 28
entry deadline has been extended.
The decision to extend the deadline
was made due to the late release of
entry material for the 1997 Summer
Games. Entries for basketball, diving, equestrian, gymnastics, inline hockey, soccer, softball, tennis
and volleyball will be accepted until
July 7.
According to Bluegrass State
Games Executive Director Eric
Ward, entry booklets were distributed later this year than in past
years and a number of people are
just now able to find the booklets.
"We are receiving calls every day
from people who are still trying to
find entry booklets, and we want to
give everyone the opportunity to
participate in the '97 Summer
Games," explained Ward."We don't

want anyone to be penalized because we got the booklets out a
couple of weeks later this year."
The deadline change means that
entries for all sports must be postmarked by July 7. The 1997 Summer Games will be held in Lexington and surrounding communities
on July 18-20 and 25-27. Events
include archery, basketball, bowling, canoeing & kayaking, chess,
croquet,cycling,diving,equestrian,
golf,
fencing,
gymnastics,
horseshoes, in-line hockey, martial
arts, power tumbling, racquetball,
shooting, soccer, softball, swimming, table tennis, tennis, track &
field, volleyball, wrestling and a 5K
road race.
"We are still encouraging everyone to get their entries in as early as
possible even with the deadline
extension," stated Ward. "The ear-

lier we receive the entries, the better
prepared we are for the Games.
There is a tremendous amount of
work that has to be done once the
entries are received and volunteers
do much of the work. We try to
avoid giving our volunteers headaches with last minute additions and
changes as much as possible, but we
don't want to turn anyone away
either."
Entry booklets for the 1997 Summer Games are available at SuperAmerica Stores across the state as
well as local parks and recreation
departments and public libraries.
For additional information, call I800-722-2474. The Bluegrass State
Games is made possible through the
support of its Founding Partner,The
Valvoline Company. Nearly 20,000
athletes participated in the 19%
Games.

27events designed for affordable family fun.
For a FREE Freedom Fest Events Guide
or more information, call 759-2199.

•.::Freedom Fest. . .a family tradition!,
THE OPTIMIST CLUB OF MURRAY'S
BIGGEST SMALL TOWN PARADE IN AMERICA
July 4, 1997
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

31.N

RETURN TO: Parade, 302 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
**

Parade Line-up begins at 8:00 a.m.
Parade Time 9:30 a.m. SHARP

Richard
BOSTON (AP)
Warren has waited on four generations of Kennedys at his Four
Seas Ice Cream shop not far from
the family's Hyannisport compound, and Joseph P. Kennedy is
not his most popular customer.
But Warren is among many in
Massachusetts who think the
44-year-old. U.S. congressman
and gubernatorial candidate is being unfairly tarred for the purported sins of his family.
"Personally, 1 wouldn't pick
Joe Kennedy out as one of my favorite people. But what does it
have to do with him?- Warren
said. "Why should everybody be
harassing him for what his
brother did?"
His younger brother is Michael
Kennedy, 39, the campaign operative and politico who reportedly
had an affair with a teen-age
baby sitter. With Michael avoiding the spotlight. Joe has been assailed by some in the media ab-

out the allegations.
Some see the episode as a sign
the Kennedy political engine is
rattling apart, unable to run any
longer on the fuel of past glories.
But others see it differently.
"I just think it's another press
frenzy, and it's time it ended.
We've got a lot of important
things to do in this commonwealth, and this isn't one of
them," said former Democratic
presidential candidate and former
Gov. Michael Dukakis, now a
professor at Northeastern
University.
Joe Kennedy himself said last
week he doesn't feel the press
has acted unfairly. Still, the dayto-day pursuit of the Massachusetts Democrat, eldest son of
the late Robert F. Kennedy, has
reached almost comic
proportions.
Last week Kennedy walked
away from a Washington news
conference when reporters bad-

gered him about his brother as he
tried to speak about the ill effects
of televised liquor ads on
children.
"It's tabloid — the standards
the tabloids set," said Susan
Shaer, a Massachusettl political
analyst. "This is a repetition of a
story with no new facts. The new
fact could be what color shirt
someone's wearing."
Don't cry for the Kennedys
just yet, say others.
They have "enormous advantages of money, fame, a readymade political infrastructure, and
a population that seems hellbent
on electing as many of them as
possible," said Larry Sabato, a
political scientist at the University of Virginia.
The price of that birthright is
notoriety, Sabato said.
"It's the one big negative they
have. And they'll just have to
bear up under the burden," he
said.

Route Main St. from 10th St across the Court Square to the Briggs & Stratton parking lot.

CELEBRATE!

Name Of Organization:
Contact Person:

Get Holiday Money-in-Minutess"
Up to $300 TODAY!
As 1. Bring driver's license or other picture II)

Address
Ph

)01

Type Of Entry (Float, Band, Walking, Car, Horse, etc.)

2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement & personal check.

FREE! Advance tickets
for the FROGGY
Country Music Fest,
July 5, Murray.

Remember, use patriotic colors when decorating your entry.

* .
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If you have questions please feel free to contact us at 302 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 42071 or call:
days 502-753-5842, nights 502-759-1542.
Thank you for your participation.
I. mo me me me um me me me em
am me mo
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FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.R.A.

Come in 7bday
!
...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.

***ENTRY FORM DEADLINE JUNE 26, 1997***
Your parade line-up area and number will be mailed to you on June 28, 1997.

Limited tickets for
MoneyPlace customers
at all MoneyPlace
locations.

The
MoneyPlace

We Look Forward To Seeing You There!!!!

EARN
6.10%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

MAZGY r,;.7COUNTRY MUSIC FEST

Awards will be given in the following categories:
Most Patriotic, Most Original, Best of Show
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Deadline extended on Bluegrass games
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ship at Murray State University.
Mabel Garreu Pullen Agriculture
Scholarships are awarded to students who will be pursuing one of
the career-oriented programs offered by the department of agriculture at MS U. Recipients are selected
based on their academic achievement, honors, awards, activities,
agriculture
and
leadership
experience.
Stations, the son of Noah and
Patsy Stations of Dexter, will be
majoring in agriculture at MSU.
During high school he was a member of Future Farmers of America,
the speech team, the National Science Honor Society, the environmental research team and participated on the National Energy EduProject.
Development
cation
Stations was named to "Who's Who
Among American High School
Students."
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9_5 Monday-Thursday, 9-6 Friday, 9-12 Saturday
9-6 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
li
513-A So. 12th St., Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
N1ayfirld. KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502)251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

753.4703
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Cornelison
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TO: Wilma Estelle Robards and all other
unknown persons who may claim any
interest in the subject matter of this
action.
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RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action
File No.97-CI-00197 Captioned:Sheila
C. Toomy a/kJa Sheila C. Toomey,
Plaintiff vs. Leslie R. Humphreys,eta],
Defendants.
The undersigned attorney filed an action
in the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the
above identified individuals and all other
unknown persons who may claim any interest in the subject matter ofthis lawsuit,that
an action has been filed regarding real
property consisting of 28.33 acres near
Kentucky Lake in Calloway County, Kentucky (and more particularly described in
the lawsuit). The Plaintiff in this action
asserts that she is the owner of the property
and that any rights you may have in the
property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit
is made by you on or before June 30, 1997,a
judgment by default may be granted against
you.Copies of the complaint can be obtained
from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit
Court, Miller Annex, 201 South 4th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
Ricky A. Lamkin
304 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF
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Notice

Both*

VCR
Microwave
Repair

Electronic
Repair

All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713

1 day service on car
stereos Call Barry for
details

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mans, womens, childrens jeans, KIDS! Kids! Kidsi 804 Colsweaters, sweat shirts, dwater Rd- 5 Points. Sale!!
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy Clothes $4.75 & under are
left on 464, 5 miles. Call $1 (20 piece minimum).
489-2243 or 753-6981.
759-4577.

753-5865
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753-0113

HALEY'S
,ZUglppuck
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CARPET & FL OR COVERING5Z
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Notice

Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying carpet! Without proper
installation, your carpet or other floor covering will not look at
beautiful and certainly will not last as iong.
W•uS 11 la quality carp* vinyl He and hardarsod.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Mu"'

Jim Knight
30 years Experience Tom 7ador
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
753-7728
Knives
Hwy. 641 - 1 V2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

rear KY

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicate supplement
insurance is now

slenderized in 10
piens and we write
all 10.
The past A deductible

you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has beat
increased to $760 in
1997.
For more information

can:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
Os' aadoawide

1400-455-4199
'our 35th year at service
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
THE Republican Party
stands for integrity, with a
common sense approach
to government. Please register a vote as a
Republican.

FEMALE grad student
looking for a roommate for
1yr old townhouse. Located
in Cambridge Subdivision.
All appliances furnished including washer, dryer, dishwasher & microwave. Water & gas furnished. Can
move in anytime between
now & August $217/mo.
753-8197, after 5pm.
NON-smoking female college students needing
roommate to share house
in Hazel, KY. Only
$100/mo, 'A utilities. Call
901-641-0867.
060
Help
Wanted
AVON representatives
needed in this area! Excellent earnings potential.
Local support and training.
The 'one' number to call:
767-0779.
AVON sales. $8-$18/hr. No
door to door. Easy
methods!Quick Cash!'Bonuses' 1-800-827-4640
ind/s1s/rep.
BUDGET ANALYST, University Budget Office. Position to begin July 1997.
Qualifications: Bachelor's
degree in Computer Information Systems, Business,
or a related field and at
least one year's experience
Hi a budget, finance, or
accounting function. A minimum of one year's experience in spreadsheet applications and a working
knowledge of D-Base is
required. Must have good
organizational skills, the
ability to focus on detail,
and excellent interpersonal, oral, and written
communication skills. Must
have ability to work independently. Knowledge and
experience in higher education financial operations
preferred. Responsibilities:
Assist in the preparation of
the University's operating
budget and supporting documents for both internal
and external reporting purposes; input required financial data into Obese IV
budget operating system
and help proof the final
product for consistency, accuracy, and congruence to
financial requirements; Assist in the design, implementation, improvement, and maintenance of
the budget technology platform (Dbase); preform
other duties as assigned.
Application Deadline: July
3, 1997. To Apply: Send
letter of application, resume, and a list of at least
three references to Mr. Carl
Prestfeldt, University
Budget Officer, 213 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY 42071
Equal education and employment opportunity.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at horn..
Start now. No experience.
Free supplies, Info. No obligation. Send LSASE to:
ACE,Dept: 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.
-EXPERIENCED'short order cook 101 Pants Deli.
Extremely busy during
lunch (1 lam-2pm), so ellcency a coordination is a
must. Must be dedicated,
honest 8 looking for a
settled job. No here today 8
gone tomorrow attitudes
wanted. Must be able to
work at a rapid pace. Apply
in person at. Pam's Deli,
410 Man St, Murray.
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CABLEVISION has the following opening. DIRECT
SALES REPRESENTATIVE: Desired candidate
will have previous sales
background Excellent oral
and communication skills,
the ability to read and write,
and be goal oriented. Cablevision offers paid training, base salary plus commission. Qualified candidates may apply during
normal business hours at
the following address(or
summit resume by mail/fax)
to: Cablevislon, ATTN.
Sales & Marketing Department, 90 N. Main St, Benton, KY 42025. Fax:
1-502-527-0813. No Phone
Calls Please! EOE/M/F/
DIS.

HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient & reasonable
Phone
(502)753-6199

CLAY Pots- large & small,
plain & decorative, strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, concrete planters, bird baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center

HAIR Stylist wanted for
booth rental (M-T-W). On
campus location. Call Lisa
at Hair Grafiks, 753-4282.
HAIR stylist needed. For
information cat 753-0542.
LOOKING for cooks, dishwashers, & waitresses.
Apply in person at Knoths
BBO.
MEDICAL office manager
position & front office posiiton available. Experience in
insurance & CPT coding,
computer & telephone skills
necessary. Excellent benefits & pay. Send resume to:
PO Box 121, Murray, KY
42071.
PHARMACIST- Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc., has immediate
openings for registered
staff/ relief pharmacist in
Murray, KY. We offer excellent benefits & competitive
salary. For information,
please call 800-221-1655
or write Wal-Mart Stores,
Inc., Pharmacy Personnel,
PO Box 116, Bentonville,
AR 72716-8037. EOE.

090
Position
Wanted
EXPERIENCED carpenter,
474-8855
100
Business
Opportunity
BEAUTY Salon for sale 3
tanning beds. 3 styling stations TV. VCR, 8 more
Best offer. 753-7455 or
753-2217.
120

200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi-Media Home Computer 32MB/2.1GB w/15 M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999.00. Hawkins Research 753-7001.
6.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pin MEMORY.
FREE installation required.
Located 8 Inches east of
Papa John's Pizza. 1304
Chestnut 753-7001.
FOR Sale: IBM Thinkpad
355 CS, color screen, windows 3.1,8 meg RAM, 170
meg HD w/carrying case.
Call 753-5171.
LIVE INTERNET training
with FREE manual, 6-9PM
Monday's. $49 prepaid.
Other subjects available.
Hawkins Research
753-7001.

POSTAL JOBS $12.68/hr
to start, plus benefits. Car- SUMMER Computer
riers, sorters, computer Camp for Kids ages 6-14.
trainees, maintenance. Call 1 week long, 8-12AM or
today for application & in- I-5PM, $149. Call Hawkins
formation. 8am-8pm. 7 Research today and regisdays. 1-800-267-5715, ext. ter. 753-7001.
3482.
QUIK Lube Plus has an
opening for a lube, oil tech.
Some mechanical ability,
be neat & dependable.
Apply at 507 S 12th. No
phone calls.
SHONEY'S OF MURRAY,
now accepting applications
for Night Manager, an night
servers. Apply in person
anytime at Hwy 641 N.

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

TEAM and Single Tractor
Trailer Drivers. Rollins De- OLD & new G.I. JOE'S. Pay
dicated Carriage Services, cash. Call 753-7185.
Inc has an immediate open- STANDING TIMBER- any
ing for DOT Qualified trac- species, large or small
tor trailer drivers with at tracts 502-753-2533
least 2 years experience
Work is primarily over the WANTED: Riding mowers
road; steady; home each that need work. 436-2867.
week. You will earn excellent wages and a full bene1511
fits package including maArticles
jor medical, vision, dental,
For Sad
prescription, retirement
program, and much more. 2 SHOT guns, 2 pistols.
For further details, call Bedroom set, $250.
502-753-1156. Must pass Lounge chair, $25.
DOT physical examination 759-4188.
and drug screen. Equal OpFULL size mattress & box
portunity Employer.
springs. Good condition,
THE National Scouting Mu- $40. 3 drawer dresser, $15.
seum is now hiring for a gift Call 474-8340, after 6pm.
shop clerk. The hours
would be Tues-Fri, 8:30am
RIDING mowers, push
to 5:00pm, now through
mowers Money back guarNovember 30. No phone
antee 753-8292
inquiries please. Come by
the office Mon-Fri and fill
MOVING- Must Sell! Good
out an application.
used furniture, tv, vcr,
THE Playhouse Spa. Earn microwave, living room
$100 plus per shift. Skin suit, washer, dryer. Phone
care therapy, stress reduc- 753-6766.
tion. Attendants. Paducah,
REMODELING sale: 2
call 442-2050.
couch & chair sets, 1 light
TRAVEL agent with at least tan, 1 brown plaid. 1 Lane
1 year experience. Call sectional sofa, has built in
901-642-7222.
recliners & hide-a-bed, excellent condition. Storm
0711
windows, apprx size 36x40
Domestic
& 32x72, also windows.
Large standing pine trees,
11 Childcare
free if cleared. 753-4487
AFFORDABLE & dependable cleaning service. Call
for an spot. for free esti- SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covmate. 762-2453.
ers 36 inches many colors
CHRISTIAN mother will Economy Metal & Supply
babysit in my home Mon- Co. 489-2722.
Fri. Hours open. Coldwater
area. References. Call anytime, 489-2115.
CLEANING is my business
Home or office. Cal Linda,
759-9553.
HOUSE Cleaning! Also
laundry & windows Reasonable rates, references.
753-6980.
HOUSE cleaning 8 commercial cleaning. Cal Lori
474-8340.

STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors. Also, potting soil, top soil, peat &
cow manure. Play sand,
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center
TORO Wheel Horse, 244
H, lawn tractor, excellent
condition, $2,000
474-2485 after 7pm

Computers
133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1.6GB
w/1 FREE training- FREE
software. Only $1499.00.
753-7001.

UTILITY trailer 5'X8' tilts,
side rails, back gate, 15
wheels, spare tire. $650.
767-0506.
WATERBED 1'/4 single,
like new, lyr old $150.
436-5509

WHITLOCK TRAILERS5'X8' tilt- $299. 5110' tilt$335, 6'XIO' tilt- $365,
NEED a little help around 6'X12' tilt- $450, 6'4-X16'
$ 595
the house? Call me! tandem(901)642-8420
estimates.
489-2056. Free

320
Apartments
For Rent

Moats
Homes For Rost

190

21:11-r trailer No pets References needed Call
753-9866
2BR trailer off 94, 5mi from
Kenlake, Y. acre lot w/
garage Mostly furnished
with w/d No pets $200
deposit. $225/mo Call
(901)642 5985 after 4pm

NICE 3br mobile home in
nice park $350/mo Includes water & trach p/u
4928428

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Farm
Equipment

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

1991 CASR Internatona
3650 round baler Field
ready 753-5638, after
7pm

753-3853

1991 DELTA 16ft goose
neck flatbed, ramps, good
brakes & good paint
492-8659
FLY CONTROL- fly blocks,
pink eye mineral, fly sprays
& tags. All at Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.

GUNS buy, sell, trade
436-5650
ROAD bikes. Trek 1100
$350. Peuteot, $125. Both
in excellent condition.
759-8567_

2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area. Contact Tony at
753-2552.
4 CAR garage 753-4509
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
OFFiCE space on court
square from $95-$150/mo
Utiiities included
753-1451, ask for Greg
OFFICE space for rent at
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank building. 608
Main St. Call 753-7921
SMALL business or office
space. Utilities paid
753-6106 or 753-3258
SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612

240
MIscellanecus
4 CARAT Marquise engagement ring, 14K gold
band w/.33 carat diamond
bridal wrap on 14K gold
band_ Call 502-753-0627.
WEDDING PACKAGE. Affordable, romantic, elegant.
Planned just for you. Includes little chapel, ordained minister, music,
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
dress, tuxedos, videos &
photos. Honeymoon suite,
jacuzzi and limousine. On
beautiful KY Lake.
1-888-367-6757 or
753-1300 free info. Mr. J's
Formal Wear & Limousine.

1 ACRE mobile home lot.
Financing available. Call
767-9435 after 5,
742-4435.

641 Storage
All Sizes

BRAND new 2br 2 bath
duplex garage stove re
frigerator, w d deck
Lease No pets 1706 Oak
hill Dr $600/mo 753-7457

1 M.LE from KY Lake lb
apt Lompletely furnished
everything paid $140 a
week 436 2722 8am 7pm

NICE 1 2 & 3br apts or
FEMALE grad student 3 4br house w'washer &
looking for a roommate for dryer. furnished near
lyr old townhouse Located MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
in Cambridge Subdivision St 753 1252 before 5pm.
All appliances furnished in- 753 0606 atter 5pm
cluding washer, dryer, dis
hwasher & microwave Wa
ter & gas furnished Can NON smoking male col
move in anytime between lege student needing room
now & August $217,mo mate to share new town
house off Northwood, Mur
753-8197, after 5pm
ray Only $250/mo plus ,
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
utilities Call 759 8732
land Westly Village, 1br
duplex
REDECORATED
apartment utilities in
eluded, rent based on in- comfortable 2brs stove re
come 62 & older, or handl frigerator. dishwasher Un
cap & disabled Equal furnished 753 8096 or
753 2633
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
LOOKING FOR A PLACE
TO LIVEI We have a coon
try community in Hardin
We have 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments with cool cen
tral air Lots of space & a
playground for kids' Hand
icapped Accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity Call
Hilldale Apts 437-4113
7 30am 3 30pm TDDir
1-800 545 1833 Ext 287
NEW 1br Utilities all appliances & iv,d furnished
Take over lease $375mo
No pets 436-5572

Say

FURNISHED room for rent
Kitchen, washer' dryer and
swimming pool privileges
$225 monthly 753 7115

Houses
For Rere
23 BEDROOM, with appliances and storage shed
Reasonable utilities, no
pets $450mo, deposit re
buffed 753 7920

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

* ** *
Mobile Home Roofs by
Pro-Shield
1 pc. rubber roof systems. Prevents leaks,
maintenance free Energy efficient Stop
roof rumble. Fully warranted for 10 years
Bright white suni ace reflects the suns rays
in summer reducing cooling cost.
$1.89 sq foot installed

Available

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts 8 Service

753-5585

492-8488

Apartments
For Rent
1 & 2BR apartments
Stove, refrigerator, washer
dryer, dishwasher, water
trash pick-up & lawn care
provided. Farmington
Square. Starts at $315;mo
plus deposit. No pets
762-4483 or 345-2748 after
4pm.
1BR 2 blocks from MSU,
w/d hook-up, new carpet &
vinyl References required
No pets $285/mo
753-3949 or 759-3050

DAYLILIES
arc filiijiiiii
(11,(111

'tt

Si,c4.1.11 I lost.i

BETHEL GARDENS
Free plant with purchasc
pm. FR 'tta2
94 airs( 2 miles to \
('k-vt Pd
(left) & follow slots

Open Ttlf Thiff 1C tim. 5

753-2993

1BR, low utilities, references & deposit required.
No pets. $235/mo.
753-3949.

Bookkeeper/Acctg. Asst., Local acctg.
firm. Computer skills, payroll reporting.
Good salary and benefits. Resume to:

10X55 TILT out. Nice, well
maintained. 2br, 1 bath, w/d
hook-up. Side by side refrigerator freezor. $2,500.
489-2918.

1BR, nice, appliances furnished. Coleman RE.
753-9898.

P.O. Box 1040 A, Murray, Ky. 42071.

12X60 FIFTH Avenue 2br,
$2,500. On rented lot.
759-9565 or 489-2226.

1 ROOM efficiency near
MSU Particial utilities furnished Coleman RE.
753-9898

270
Mobile

Homes For Sale
•

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray. 753-4109

1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70, excellent condition
1974 Comodore, 12X65,
extra good condition. Set
up & ready to move into
753-9866.

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up. $475/mo, lyr
lease, Imo deposit No
pets 753-2905

1994 FLEETWOOD 3br, 2
bath, well maintained,
10X10 outbuilding & front
deck. $17,900. Call Deltas
at Grey's 759-2001 or
767-0493

2BR, 1 bath w/carport, appliances furnished, w/d
hookup. $475/mo. 1 Year
lease. 1 month deposit_ No
pets 753-2905 or
753-7536.

1996 CLOSEOUT- 16X70
2br, 2 bath- only $1052
down & take up payments.
Qualified buyers. Best
Home Center, Hwy 79 E,
Paris, TN. 901-642-2210,
ask for Jerry or Dennis.

2BR, 1 bath duplex
carport. w/d h
pliances
le
eggy
300/mo

NEW 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
multi-section- only $1630
down & take up payments
Qualified buyers. Best
Home Center, Hwy 79 E,
Paris, TN. 901-642-2210,
ask for Jerry or Dennis

2BR Duplex in Northwood.
1.400/mo 759-4406
2BR Duplex, 1 bath,
kitchen with range, refrigerator, dishwasher, also
washer & dryer. Nice area,
$450/month, $500 security
deposit. 753-9240.

2BR duplex, w/d hook-up,
OPEN weekdays till central h/a, deck, extra
7:00pm, Saturdays till nice $425/mo, $425 de6:00pm and Sundays psoit. Year lease required
1700pm till 6:1:0pm. Large 436-5725.
selections of quality built
energy efficient homes. 28R duplex, all appliances
Dinkins Mobile Homes, furnished, washer & dryer
Inc., 2427 E Wood St., hookup, carport. Call
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891. 753-7947,
RENT to own: 2br, 2 bath.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.

3N&R, 2 bath. $385/mo plus
deposit. 489-2296.

SOUTH of Mayfield is this
very nice mobile home with
deteched garage. Peaceful
neighborhood, '4 we lot,
3br, 1.5 bath. Gibbs Realty,
ask for Gals Cooper502-247-7738.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1,2 & 38R apartments Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY, 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

Restaurant
Crew Positions
All Shifts
Be part of something BIG! Hardee's is
completing a total transfOrmation, aimed at
making us the best in our business. If you take
pride in your work, have team spirit and enjoy
people, you can be a part of it! FOE
Rock & Roll Atmosphere!
Blue Jeans & T-shirts are our uniforms!

Apply today!
U.S. 641 & Chestnut St.
753-3246
OPENING FOR
CAMERA/PRESS WORKER
Experience helpful, but will train. Must be
flexible and be willing to work some
Saturdays. This is a full time position with
benefit package. Apply in person at the
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 WhItnell
or mall resume to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray
Attn: A. Rouse

PART TIME OPENING
Circulation Dept. has opening for
part time worker. Will train. Flexible
hours. Must work some Saturdays.
Call Jeff Duncan to schedule
interview.

753-1916
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390
Houses
For Rent

Livestock
& Supplies

Noma
For UN

2BR 1
bath townhouse.
almost new $500/mo lmo
deposit. lyr lease No pets
753 2905

11YRS old registered
Quarter horse guilding, sorrel, excellent trail horse
Also, 9yr old Quarter horse
guilding Good natured
sorrel 489-2272

NEW Dryvit home -301, 24
baths By appointment
Only
753-9950 am.
759-1828 pm, 762-0009
Pm

2BR appliances w/d hook
up central gas h/a, large
yard NO PETS! Lease, deposit & references required Hwy 121 N, 1 miles
past Graves County line
$350,'mo 489-2440

t:N11'

TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

12YR old Gelding quarter
horse, child broke Great
beginner horse Also a 2
horse trailer Asking $2500
492-8761

2BR central gas h/a, $450
ciLs deposit 753-5592

430

Real
Estate

3E3R 1 bath at 1006 Olive.
gas heat fenced backyard
:5 ma plus deposit No
$4,
fs 762 4483 8arn-4pm.
45 2748 after 5pm
,s3R 2 bath
7'7,3 :1292

3 acres in Lynn Grove
$20.000 firm Serious callers only 345-2301, after
4pm
8 3 WOODED acres- residential or commercial
Beautiful building site &
mobile home to live in while
you build Gibbs Realty,
ask for Gale Cooper,
502-247-7738

$350, mo

3 bi-1 2 bath fenced back y xi garage references &
ci.posa required 753 0859
or -53 5214
33R 2 bath $500 mo plus
deposit 489v 2296

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

3ER house 2 car garge 2
haths for rent 354 6923

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

4BR 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd $600'mo Central h a Available now Coleman RE 753 9898
4 or 5BR with 1/i bath at
301 N 5th gas heat
$495 ma plus deposit No
pets 762 4483 Barn 4pm,
345 2748 after 5pm

NEW abr. 2.5 bath home,
hardwood flooring throughout, vaulted ceilings, quality
craftsmanship throughout
For private showing.
753-9950am, 759-1828pm
or 762-0009pm

NICE 31x home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced high $50's Call
753-1623
PRICE Reduced! Pirates
Cove- New 3br. 2 bath vinyl
sided home, 'A acre rrvl
View of KY Lake Triple
french doors, thermal double windows, GE Profile
appliances. Gibbs Realty,
call & ask for Gale Cooper,
502-247-7738.
REDUCED! 1350sq ft. 3br,
2 bath, brick house 5 miles
west of Murray $49,900
489-2449
470
Motorcycles

Lake
Property
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres,5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message.

baths, apHAZEL 3br,
pliances washer & dryer,
.:entral h-a Lease, deposit
& references 492-8526
NEAR campus Absolutely
NJ Pets, Call 753 5980,
•iam 5pm

SOLD •
750 YAMAHA Maxim.
$1,200 obo. 436-5569.
HONDA Spree moped, like
new Looking for a good
home Call 753-5738
aport Utility
Vehicles

440

Lots
For Saki

MI

LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All w/city utilities.
Contact Kenny or Valerie
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM

For Rent
Or Lease
YOOEC ft ouliding for rent
_in Industrial Road Call
753-5976 after 5 call
436 58E2

460

2REEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40.rno 759-4081

Homes
For Sale
1101 FAIRLANE Dr, 3br,
1.6 bath brick ranch. Central heat & air, fireplace,
large 2 car garage,on large
corner lot in lovely neighMid $90's.
borhood
759-9264

FOR Lease 7 acres dark
tocacco base Phone
"59 1723
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail753 2905 or
able
753 7536

1300 SO tt 2br, 1 bath,
central h./a, 1 car garage,
recently remodeled 502
Olive $52,900 759-4960

300
Pets
& Supplies

1YR old home. 3br, 2 bath,
custom built. Lots of extra
quality features, Jacuzzi
tub, separate shower &
master bath, walk-in closet,
cathedral ceiling, fireplace,
vendess gas logs Tastely
decorated in neutral tones
Kitchen designed with custom white cabinets, all appliances included Large
deck overlooking spacious
backyard 2 car garge, city
gas & water 1670sq ft living area Nancy Dr in Preston Heights $119,500
753-4023 or 753-7441

AK_ Coder Retriever pupp•es $55150 247-8059
AC Red Dachsund pups,
1 0wk oid $200 each
247 5119
AKC Registered Cocker
Spanieis black, white,
5wks old 4 males $75
-u- 0-35
2.0C1-, obedience classes or
p,,vate Serving Murray 17
icai.s 436 2858
ENGL,.;H Pointer & Setter,
1,pg box & training collar

2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761.

474 8,544

REGISTERED Border Cole puppies Black & white.
white
&
srown
532,354 8998

3BR, 1 bath, vinyl siding
with garage Small home,
decorated & landscaped
beautifully Six years old
North school district
Fenced backyard on 127
acres $59.000 Ph
753-1961

rcrit parrot, 3yrs
excellent talker $550.
4,x41
ROTTWEILER puppies,
AKC registered $150
759 1576

390
Livestock
Supplies

BY Owner Corner of Wiswell & Crossland Road
3br, 1 5 bath on 1 5 acre lot
Shown by appointment
767 0499
BY Owner house & approx
37 acres Cali 753-1126,
after 5pm

AOHA Registered Sorrel
Gelding 6yrs old, Grandson of Zan Parr Barr 90
Days professional cattle
tramg Great conformatior 143 hands, stocky
buld No bad habits, excellent trail horse, good with
Call
ohiidren
502 489 6106 nights

BY owner 2117 Brookhaven Dr. offers 3br, 2 bath
home, den with wet bar,
study, new central gas h/a
in 1996. Call 753-9512.
HOUSE & 89 acre lot
Backusburg Hill $14,000
382-2642

1993 CHEVY Blazer, al
eather, good condition
asking $12,000 492-8761.
1993 FORD Explorer
Sport, red, 64,XXX
loaded, new tires, nice
$11,900 753-4186
1994 JEEP Grand Cherokee Laredo 4X4. white,
loaded with leather Very
nice 753-7842 after 5pm
ago

Used
Cars
1981 OLDS Cutlass
436-5050
1986 NISSAN Maxima
SLE, good condition.
$3,150 Call 753-6864.
1987 DODGE Ans station
wagon, good dean condition. $1,400 436-2749,
436-5789
1987 LINCOLN Towne car,
locally owned/ lived in garage most of life Very nice,
$4900 Call 753-8964
1987 MERCURY Marquis,
1 owner, extra clean
753-9887
1987 OLDS Regency 98
Brougham, 4dr, leather interior, fully optioned, a/c.
tape, good condition. Blue
book value, $4,500. Must
sell! Call 759-8732_
1989 CAVAUER Z24 black
convertible. V-6 automatic,
fully loaded This car has
never been mistreated
Looks & runs just like new
$5,800 753-4941
1990 DODGE S
new

1990 FORD Probe LX
753-6044
1990 SILVER/ gray, 4dr
Pontiac Beautiful $3,900
759-1922, Must sell!
1991 BUICK Regal Custom Only 39,XXX miles of
local usage, very clean, excellent. red, 4dr. V6,auto, &
extras $8.850 759-1604
1991 FORD Probe, white,
sunroof, 71.XXX miles
$5,300 753-5691
1991 FORD Explorer, 4wd
4dr, 69,XXX miles Nice
$13,500 767-9382

1994 TAURUS GL, loaded,
V-6 $8500 437-4205

1625 Catalina, 3br on corner lot w/fenced
kyard, new roof, central gas h/a, stove,
microwave, garbage disposal, dishwasher.
Priced at $72,000. Contact Mike Pierce at
753-0274

(d) or 759-1594 (n).

Nat

1994 TOYOTA Camry LE,
adriatic blue, 4 doors, cd
player, gold package,
power package, 100,000
mile extended warranty
Excellent condition.
51,XXX miles. $14,500.
Call Paul 492-8734
1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
white. Sap, good condition
Need to sell, best reasonable offer! 436-6026, leave
message

Yana
M0444

A

Great location for
now and the future.

Call
502-435-4487
or
800-265-7786

1984 FORD
489 2240

1

1988 MITSUBISHI, $3900,
a/c front & back, 7 passenger, sleeps 2, captains
chairs, rebuilt engine Can
finance $800 down, $1,000
below book By owner
753-5193
Used
Trucks
1966 FORD p/u truck
$703 435-4533

l.a%sllNhming

Service

ton

1986 FORD 1 ton dually
New tires 6 9 diesel 4sp.
air Excellent condition
753 3947

1987 CHEVROLET, crew
(cab dually 454. white, fuel
NEW home 1602 Tabard,
Martin Heights. 3br, 2 injection new a/c, fold
down ball, plus many exbaths, traditional design
Call
tras
$9 100
with contemporary open
753 6864
floor plan Call 753-0090

435

a 38R appliances furnished 6139 St RI 121
North $450mo 7594896

1969 CHEVY piu with auomatic transmission &
moon root Runs great
$750 759-0269

753E7930
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside or
out No Job too small
502-759-9906

1989 FORD Bronco 4x4,
Eddie Bauer Edition, 302
V8 good condition High
mileage 502-753-0627

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates 767-9118,
Elite Building

1992 DODGE Turbo diesel
4X4 extra cab, auto,
loaded $16,500 obo
753 2479

ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, tree work
436-2867

1996 CHEVY truck ext
cab white loaded, automatic low mileage, extra
clean Call 759-8061 or
753-0987 leave message

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

510
Campers
1988 REGAL Prowler camper 3411, loaded, extra
clean Jonathan Creek
area $9,000 firm KY
Ml
354 8 76 8
313-563-0782
1994 JAYCO 32ft. 5th
wheel, like new Pulled 5
times $12,000 obo
474-8395
SPORTCOACH motor home, roof air, ice maker,
food center, central vac,
mobile phone, privacy
screens, Onan generator.
454 motor, 450 transmission_ Very good condition.
502-436-5424
520
Boats
& Motors
17FT 10 Mercruiser 120
with trailer 14ft Polarcraft
boat, motor & trailer 15ft
Cherokee fiberglass fishing
boat, completely rigged
16ft Alumicratt with trailer.
Good selection of small
used motors & trailers See
at Wayne Darnell Marine
Repair,8mi from Murray on
KY 121 South & 280
502 436 5464
1975 MARK Twain, 18tt
V- hull Ford 302 V-8 See to
appreciate $2,995
753-2084
1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Mercruiser engine. Excellent
condition, low hours. Includes trailer $6.000 Call
Bill 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings.
1990 RANGER bass boat
Mercury XR4, 150hp Boat
is red & silver Lots of exCall
tras. $12,800
753-6344
1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24tt
pontoon boat with 1989
Mariner 135hp motor Call
753-9950 AM. 759-1828
PM
1992 SEADOO SP
$2,600 Double aluminum
trailer, $700 437-4723
1994 201 STRATOS with
225 Evinrude 489-2240

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

Sank's
Mimed

tkirvicas
Offered

Services
Mired

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

CUSTOM bulldozing and

LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

SMALL engine repair
753-0260

BACKHOE Service- small
lobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding. homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
Excel, 225 Evinrude, extended deck. ext warranty
Lots of extras 436-5682,
after 6pm
1995 CROWNLINE ski
boat, 17Y, tt 135hp Mer
cruiser,, less than 40hrs of
use w/Hentage trailer and
all accessories included,
CD player Excellent condition 502-753-0627

435-4465

ELECTRONICS INSTALBUSHHOGGING, garden LAIION SPECIAUSTS Di& lawns rototilled Haul rect TV Satellite systems
sand, stone & gravel Light from $129. DSS Satellite
Jonesy systems serviced and inblade work
stalled Phone jacks added
437-4030
Internet and fax jacks inCARPORTS for cars and stalled Cable jacks intrucks. Special sizes for stalled. Complete sales
motor home, boats, RVs and service on all types of
and etc. Excellent protec- phone systems. Burglar
tion, high quality, excellent and security systems servvalue Roy Hill 759-4664. iced and installed. Chip
Veal, Owner. 753-7567.

grader
COLSON Home Repairs. GARDEN tilling,
bushhogging
work,
blade
decks,
Additions, garages,
remodeling, vinyl siding. lots. Gerald Carroll,
20yrs experience. 492-6159
753-5592.
HANDYMAN Company.
CONSTRUCTION & We do it all! Roofing &
REPAIR- Free estimates. siding specials. 474-8621.

No factory built or snap together homes.
From the ground up, we build solid homes.
We build for your family - for your future.
Prestige Homes - The only way to build.
S35 sq. ft. basic, excluding exterior 753-5628

NEW LOCATION
Carroll 301 Ash St.

AUTOMOTIVE
Repair 759-3190
"Where Honesty & Integrity Still Count"
Located next to
Mark Carroll
Shirley Florist
Owner & Operator

B 6 S Trucking
6 Septic Tanks
t_
New Septic Systems a
& Repairs
All Backhoe Work & Hauling

(502) 474-8267

mb Brothers

Tree Service

3113-5744
,
50.2-4
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED A INSURED

Q

l

Free EltiAlakil
21 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree A Swap
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Fun Lino of
Egrapanent
()ILI/in Sen.,

SAIL Boat, Catalina 30
Super sharpe, fully loaded
$30,000
cruiser
615-373-2631
PS

530
Services
Offered

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

3-D DOZING, backhoe &
septic Driveways, foundations 502-437-4969

Custom Woodworking

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full kine of equipment. Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
L•mb
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
wOodwortung 753-8056

All Types Of:

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
40D

"fl fl"

backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shots'

BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free ELECTRICIAN- MLR
estimates 753-1134, ELECTRIC. New construc492-8584
tion, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical mainteBREAKING and tractor nance and repair. Call anytilled gardens, bushogging time. Murray, 762-0001,
and blade work Phone cella 519-1592.

PRESTIGE HOMES

1995 DAYTONA Tigershark, 1994 Montego
Tigershark, 1995 Double
trailer Call 753-9950
1995 DAYTONA Tigershark jet ski with trailer,
matching cover & life
iacket Excellent condition
Very low hours Call
753-7842, after 5pm

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

APPLIANCE REPAIR
S ERVICE. Remodeling,fencing. deckPROFESSIONAL - ing, plumbing & electrical.
D EPENDABLE. 489-2832
502-767-9552.
COUNTERTOPS and
A Quality Built Home at Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
affordable prices Free con- with formica. Wulff's Resultation & estimates. Call covery, Murray. 436-5560.
S&K Construction, CUSTOM BUILT wooden
753-7091
decks, fencing, pole barns,
BACKHOE Service- small sheds carports Also repair
jobs, driveways, box blade, • rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
rotterftlling, snow removal
753-7860
753-0834 or 759-9835

1994 SEADOO, 3 passenger 436-5050

Sin

sin

530
Services
Offered

MURRAY (Bon.nd Bunny Broad)
7515940

1"-).'Nek

LAMB BROS

3 ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

a

4 grtt

•

4.4S

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753-5827
UCENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. SHREDDED
MULCH, BOX BLADING,
TILLING.
ROTOR
7534226, 753-4168.
McDANIEL Construction
Specializes in custom
home construction, planning, design modification,
general construction, and
light excavation Over 15
years experience Full insured Free estimates
(502)436-2766_
MIDWAY FENCE Co.
Chain Ilnk & vinyl fence at

reasonable prices.
759-1519.
PAINTING Interior- exterior Roofing. Free estimates 437-3879.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
ROOFING- New roofs,
tearoffs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718
SHEETROCK HANGINGExperienced, reliable
David Hillenburg
492-8696
STEVE'S Home Improvement All work guaranteed
759-8645

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TIRED of being ripped oft
by Prime Star/ Call John
for antenna service
502-436-6180
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding.
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating.
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted
753-0530
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Texas doesn't want
KKK picking up trash
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP)
Texas officials don't mind a
little help in picking up trash
along state highways - just not
from the Ku Klux Klan,
Joe Earl Allcock, an imperial
wizard of the United Knights of
the KKK, has applied on behalf
of the group to participate in the
state's "adopt a highway" antilitter program.
Under the program, each group
that volunteers gets a blue-andwhite sponsorship sign on its
piece of land. Allcock wants to
adopt two stretches of road near
Fort Worth to clean the area and show the public a kinder,
gentler side of the Klan.
"I was born and raised here in

Fort Worth, and every day I see
• What it looks like on the side of
the road and it's trashy," he said.
"And we want to clean it up."
But Texas officials filed papers
in federal court Monday seeking
to keep the Klan off the roadsides. The state said the program
is open only to civic and nonprofit organizations, private business, government and families.
The KKK "is not a respectable
organization, and allowing it to
put its name on an adopt-ahighway sign might give it some
semblance of respectability that it
does not deserve," said Ron
Dusek, a spokesman for Attorney
General Dan Morales,
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is key. Tonight: Go for togetherness.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

***** Socializing is important,
both professionally and personally.
Break your efficient pace. Network
a little, or have a business lunch.
Return calls, catch up on news and
make plans to visit with friends and
loved ones. Popularity is high. Tonight: It's time for midweek play.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You get a lot done because of
your efficiency and desire to complete tasks. You are in the limelight;
others are drawn to you. Spontaneity is wonderful, but be aware of the
long-term implications. A boss gives
you positive feedback.Tonight:Burn
the midnight oil.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination helps you
ferret out problems. Check out a
rumor with dignity and directness.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
What is going on behind the scenes
You'll Have:5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
work is important. It might be the
at
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
right time to decide on that seminar
or class. Tonight: Have more fun.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***A dream lingers on your mind.
**** Getting together with others
Connect with a family member about
is key to making a solid decision.
finances. When discussing a domesAllow yourself to be vulnerable and
feedback.
get
tic matter, be sure to
An investment or a change is
open.
Excellent communications are posto you in the long run. A
positive
vulnerbe
to
willing
are
sible, if you
empowers you,and adds
front
united
able. Tonight: Vanish.
security. Tonight: Accept
your
to
20
-May
20)
(April
TAURUS
invitation.
***** You are expressive, mak- another's
(Dec. 22.-Jan. 19)
CAPRICORN
see
You
easily.
ing your points
another's point of view. Clear your ***** Let others first reveal
desk,and write overdue letters. You where they are coming from. You
are the epitome of efficiency. A call don't have to agree with what is
holds interesting news for you. A happening, though it serves you to
new purchase is likely.Tonight:Take express your opinions. Communicating helps you feel more connected
a friend to your favorite spot.
to those in your daily life. Tonight:
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A decision you make helps Go out with a friend.
you realize a financial goal. You feel AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
you have eliminated a liability. A *** Take control of your finances.
career direction falls in line as well. You'll like the results. Your perspecDeal with authority figures and tive may not be the only one, but it
bosses, while positive responses are works for you. A business opportulikely. Project optimism.Tonight: It nity is as good as it looks; grab it
while you can. Brainstorm with a
could be a late night.
partner; you come up with many
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
treat.
***** Make a long-distance call, ideas. Tonight: It's your
20)
19-March
(Feb.
PISCES
stand
don't
gather information and
***** Create more of what you
on ceremony. Your presence is dewant. Desirability is high, and othsired. At lunch, drop by your travel
are clearly drawn to you. A loved
ers
agent, and pick up a brochure or
one
brings additional information
to
time
is
It
trip.
information on a
might surprise you. Work with
that
plan for the future. Tonight: Do

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
June 25, 1997:
This is a special year, when travel,
education and mental expansion play
big roles. A foreigner could appear
on the scene.Be willing to grow,both
intellectually and spiritually. Your
willingness to seek out the truth or
whole story will make you a winner.
Whether you are single or attached,
partnerships are highlighted through
January 1998. You might decide to
make an important investment as
well. If you are single,a relationship
grows, providing you with insight,
support and intensity. If attached,
your union deepens and takes on
additional meaning. PISCES helps
you realize your dreams.

whatever makes you happy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** One-to-one relating aids a
money decision. A partner has strong
feelings that you need to hear. Your
intuition is right on in a conversation. Tell someone you trust what is
on your mind. Sometimes,feedback

;••-1"7

creativity and magnetism, to build
more of what you want. Your smile
goes a long way. Tonight: Just ask!
BORN TODAY
Actress June Lockhart(1925),singer
George Michael(1963),singer Carly
Simon (1945)
* ••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY, IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods. the late
fourth Murray State University
president, was post-humously
named a Rotary Paul Harris Fellow at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Workers from Jim Smith Construction Corps are pictured beginning work on the new Murray
State University baseball field
near Stewart Stadium in a photo
by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Adams. June 16:
a boy to Dannetta and Greg Darnell and a boy to Rita and Howard Todd, June 18.
Twenty years ago
More than 200 exhibitiors from
states throughout the southeast
and midwest are expected at the
eighth annual Arts and Crafts
Festival to be June 25 and 26 at
the Land Between the Lakes.
Donna Bailey, Kim Allen, Jo
Ann Williams, Julie Spann and
Bobbie Smith, students of Ruth
Howard's French Class at Murray
High School, left this week for a
month long tour of England,
France and Switzerland. They
were accompanied by Bob and
Ruth Howard.
Margaret Trevathan spoke about "Oral History" at a meeting
of Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Howard Crittenden of Calloway County High School was
named as Outstanding Young
Educator by the Murray Jaycees.
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Jean Blankenship of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red
Cross attended a workshop for
Service to Military Families at
Nashville, Tenn., on June 21.
Pam Garland and Jan Jones of
Alpha Chi Chapter of Sigma
Sigma Sigma attended a national
leadership school June 14-18 at
Woodstock, Va.
Forty years ago
J.H. Shackelford of Murray
was elected president of the Kentucky Society of Public Accountants at the closing session of
KSPA's second annual convention at Newport.
Ray Henderson, gunner's mate
third class, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Henderson, is serving
on the attack cargo ship USS Algol off the Pacific Coast.
Wilma Boyd and Mason Billington were married June 14 at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
Carolyn Carter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter, was
named Miss Calloway County
last night at a beauty pageant,
sponsored by Murray Junior
Chamber of Commerce. Second
place winner was Reba Jo
Cathey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeddie Cathey.
The Rev. Leon Winchester is
serving as pastor of Owens
Chapel Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr of
South 12th Street, Murray, were
honored at a party on June 20 in
celebration of their 25th wedding
anniversary at the Murray City
Park.
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DEAR ABBY I ani 11,i...riding to
DEAR ABBY. From coast to
coast we are buying land and build- 'Fed Up in Hunts%
.Ala w hi,
ing new jails. Also, from coast to said that after four ye.trs of marcoast we are closing our armed riage her 70-year-old husband
wants only to eat. sleep and sit
forces bases.
Abby. this v.ornan is describing
During World War II, we had
hundreds of German prisoners of the typical symptoms of depression
war in this country, and we did not in the( t•Iderly which often goes 1111
,build new jails. We put the prison- noticed I have been witness to this
ers on one part of an established in my own family I tolerated similar
military camp and made mainte- behavior in in 73-year-old husband
who had already had two hear t
nance men and helpers out of them
We, the taxpayers, own the land attacks One day he cried Intl in
that the bases are on. Many bases anguish, "Why doesn't liod take
have security systems for at least right no.''' Only then did I rt-,d1/,
part of the base. There are buildings his "lazy - behttylor eetis IWO \101t111
near most bases where the families tary Wt. Sil$A a doctor the neet day
of the armed forces lived, and now
hoshand i om% i,tkii Ann
the families of the prison workers depressants and is so thankful that
could live there. Have the prisoners he feels better Our actiet•
hi"
keep every piece of equipment, every resumed, he is once again plaY ing
building and the grounds in perfect golf, and we are ((yen doing some
condition. Some might even learn a traveling'
trade.
My only regret is that I did not
If there is a natural disaster, go recognize his problems sooner I ani
to the nearest base and there is a ashamed to admit that .1 iii aregishelter ready to move into — the tered nurse I hOpt.
roads, lighting, etc., and all are in Will help other senior citizens realize
top condition and ready. Prepared- t hey may need help
ness is a comforting and wonderful
AN RN IN FLORIDA
feeling.
Please do not use my name or
DEAR R.N.: You have d
a
address. Just sign me ...
great service by writing. When
ANONYMOUS IN CALIFORNIA an individual, especially a senior citizen, begins to exhibit
DEAR ANONYMOUS: Your unusual behavior, a visit to a
idea seems sensible to me. How- physician should be the first
ever, there are many reasons order of business.
why our closed military bases
are not being utilized as prisons.
Among them are toxic wastes in
I/EAlt ABBY. Thri-c
some locations, substandard my 58-year-old husband had a brief
buildings, and the fact that aftair with his secretary It was no
landowners in adjacent commu- secret; all the tongues in this little
nities fear it would devalue town were wagging a mile a 111111L114.
their property. Also, local govOnce. when I found a motel key
ernments would prefer to turn in his coat pocket. he had the gall to
the bases into moneymakers to tell me that he got tired of driy-ing.
generate more tax revenue.
so he checked into a motel to take
little nap.(Three miles Irian
(
Well, last year he had ,Ittlit•
CONTRACT BRIDGE
surgery that lilt him impotent, and
since then, I couldn't tisk f'or a more
devoted husband. He sends me flow
ers, and phones if he know s he's
going to he half an hour late Ile
even takes me on ini:•inc:•-, I ripSouth dealer.
happen if he gets careless, let's ex- which he never dal belitre
Neither side vulnerable.
amine a couple of approaches that
Of course. I'm enrol:\ nig all this
NORTH
won't work out well.
attention, Abby, but in your opinior
•Q 6 2
Suppose South wins the opening why has my husband turned (Rey a
J 75 2
heart lead with the ace, crosses to new leaf?
• A 86 3
dummy with a diamond, leads the
tNI)ERINI
4Q 4
queen of clubs and finesses. West
DEAR WONDERING: ProbaWEST
EAST
wins with the king,shifts to thejack
•J 10 3
4K9854 of spades, and declarer inevitably bly because there's not much
left under the old one. Enjoy
•K Q 10 9 8
goes down one.
V6
•9
• 10 7 5 2
Or, suppose declarer wins the your good fortune.
4K 98 3
10 6 2
heart lead and returns a heart. West
SOUl'H
takes the queen and shifts to the
+ A7
jack ofspades, as before. He eventuA43
ally gains the lead with the king of
•K Q J 4
clubs and again South goes down.
4A J 75
There are other possible apDR. GOTT
The bidding:
proaches to the play, but the one
South West
North East
that's sure to succeed, come what By Peter
H. Gott. M.D.
1•
1V
2•
may,is to win the opening heart lead
Pass
3 NT
and return a low club!
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 37 years old
Opening lead — king of hearts.
If West has the king, what can he and
In many deals, declarer has to do? If he takes it, declarer has nine my have perfect teeth Nonetheless,
dentist insists on X-raying my.
develop tricks in more than one suit solid tricks; if he does not take it, mouth
every year. I am uncomfortable
in order to make the contract. When- dummy's queen wins. South then about the unnecessary
exposure to X
ever this situation arises, declarer returns to his hand with a diamond rays. Am I in danger'
should carefully weigh which se- and leads a heart to establish the
DEAR READER: The amount of X
quence ofplays offers the bestchance jack as his ninth trick.
ray exposure during properly per
of success.
If it turns out that East has the formed dental X-rays is trivial, provid
Forexample,take this case where king of clubs, he captures dummy's ing you are properly shielded by lead
South starts with seven top tricks queen,but whatcan he do next? If he aprons.
and must try to find the best way to shifts to a spade, declarer plays low
However, I share your concerns
acquire two more. Actually, there is and dummy's queen becomes trick about unnecessary X-ray exposure. In
an absolutely sure way to make nine number nine regardless of who has 20 years, will a study indict dental X
tricks, butdeclarer mighteasily wind the king; if East returns a club in- -rays as a cause of some disease or illup in the soup ifhe plays his cards in stead, South wins and the jack of ness? I don't know. but - personally
— I try to avoid such exposure when
the wrong order. To see what might hearts becomes his ninth trick.
possible.
Tomorrow: Putting the pressure on.
Ask your dentist to X-ray your teeth
every two — or even three
years,
unless he suspects a problem. In this
CROSSWORDS
way, you won't compromise your dental health and can reduce by 50 per36 Old pal
cent or greater your life-long expoACROSS
38 Acct.
sure to dental X-rays.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
39"— —at the
1 — Samaritan
DEAR DR. GOTT: Could switching
Races"
5 Espionage
from
a six-cup-a-day coffee habit to two
BART
CROC
DOS
41
Pintail
duck
org.
43 Rare gas
8 NFL's
HALL EASE cups of green tea cause impotence" I
D CI N
45 Kind of lily
Warren —
EPOPEE ELL
VS changed over about two weeks ago
48 Business
and, as
12 Amardillo
OUR MAE MPH 42-year-olda healthy, non-smoking
selling
13 Rear of ship
man, I am not ready for
ESPN SIR OE
property
14 "Picnic"
premature
erectile
dysfunction.
50 Carried
author
ROY MOM LYNDA
DEAR READER: I do not believe
51 Singing voice
15 Happen to
All CAPITOL OR that your switch from coffee to green
52 — Gardner
17 Houston
TOMMY CIX STE tea is a cause of impotence.
54 — Letterman
team
AV MRS ELSA
19 Enlighten
55 River in
Why did you change habits? If you
Belgium
20 Form of jazz
HST
JOY DOA
gave up coffee because of pressures
56 — the price
21 Stuff
OP MAN CUSTER at work or a nagging spouse, your sex57 Goddess of
23 Mere handful
PUSH EVEN ELA ual problem may have a psychological
discord
24 Stadium
cheer
ORGO TalE E RIM component.
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26 Snooped
On the other hand, if you are dia
6-24 C 1997 United Feature Syndicate betic, consume alcohol
28 Vessel's
or take any of
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a wide variety of medications, your
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planking
impotence may be due to physical
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 24, the 175th day of 1997. There are 190
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Five-hundred years ago, on June 24, 1497, the first recorded sighting of North America by a European took place as explorer John Cabot, on a voyage for England, spotted land, probably in present-day
Canada.
On this date:
In 1314, the forces of Scotland's King Robert I defeated the English
in the Battle of Bannockburn.
In 1509, Henry VIII was crowned king of England.
In 1647, Margaret Brent, a niece of Lord Baltimore, was ejected
from the Maryland Assembly after demanding a place and vote in the
body.
In 1793, the first republican constitution in France was adopted.
In 1908, the 22nd and 24th president of the United States, Grover
Cleveland, died in Princeton, N.J., at age 71.
In 1940, France signed an armistice with Italy during World War II.
In 1948, Communist forces cut off all land and water routes between West Germany and West Berlin, prompting the United States to
organize the massive Berlin airlift.
In 1968, "Resurrection City," a shantytown constructed as part of
the Poor People's March on Washington. D.C., was closed by
authorities.
In 1975, 113 people were killed when an Eastern Airlines Boeing
727 crashed while attempting to land during a thunderstorm at New
York's John F. Kennedy International Airport.
Ten years ago: Comedian-actor Jackie Gleason died at his home in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., at age 71.
Five years ago: The Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision, strengthened
its 30-year ban on officially sponsored worship in public schools, prohibiting prayer as a part of graduation ceremonies.
One year ago: A jury ordered the city of Philadelphia to pay $1.5
million in damages for the bombing of MOVE headquarters in 1985
that killed 11 people.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Al Molinaro is 78. Comedian Jack Carter
is 74. Movie director Claude Chabrol is 67. Actress Michele Lee is
55. Musician Mick Fleetwood is 55. Actor-director Georg Stanford
Brown is 54. Rock musician Jeff Beck is 53. Singer Arthur Brown is
53. New York Gov. George Pataki is 52. Rock singer Colin Blunstone
(The Zombies) is 52. Actor Peter Weller is 50. Rock musician John
Illsley (Dire Straits) is 48. Actress Nancy Allen is 47. Reggae singer
Derrick Simpson (Black Uhuru) is 47.
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Teddy bear cushions
youngster's fall from
second-story window

DEATHS
Jerry Thomas Warmack

Mrs. Pauline Evans

Jerry Thomas Warmack, 28, 2065 Manleyville Rd., Springville,
Tenn., died Saturday, June 21, 1997, at his home.
He was a self-employed laborer. Born Sept. 22, 1968, he was the
son of Tommy Warmack and Donna Warmack. Preceding him in
death were his grandparents, Ernest Walters, Johnnie Warmack, and
James T. Warmack.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Leigh Ann Gooch Warmack; one
daughter, Courtney Gooch, two sons, Devon Thomas Warmack and
Dylan Anthony Warmack, and his mother, Donna Warmack, all of
Sringville, Tenn.; his father, Tommy Warmack and wife, Sharon,
Murray; one brother, Tony Warmack, Huntington, Ind.; one stepsister,
Shannon Grise, Richmond; one stepbrother, Shawn Jones, Murray; his
grandmother, Mrs. Rubye Walters, Springville, Tenn.
Graveside services will be today at 3 p.m. at Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris, Tenn. Thomas Wynn will officiate. Pallbearers will be Tommy
Warmack, Tom Baker, Brad Randolph, Timothy Parker, Colter Sherrod and Joey Warmack.
Friends may call at the funeral home until 2 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Pauline Evans, 79, Applewood, Murray, died today, Tuesday,
June 24, 1997, at 7:40 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church. Born April 18,
1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Balus Anderson and Anna Price Anderson.
Also preceding her in death were four brothers, Willie Anderson,
Jayden Anderson, Fred Anderson and James Anderson.
Survivors include her husband, Paul Evans; two daughters, Mrs.
Kathy Perry and husband, Thomas, Murray, and Mrs. Merry Ann
Lewellyn, Nashville, Tenn.; two sons, Bobby Gene Evans, Fulton
County, and Lloyd Gray Evans, Murray; six grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Lava Burnett
Mrs. Lava Burnett, 88, died Monday, June 23, 1997, at 2:35 p.m. at
Westview Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Liberty Baptist Church in Graves County.
Her husband, Voris Clifton Burnett, two sons, Charles Lynn Burnett
and Kenneth Wayne Burnett, one sister, Connie Newsom, and one
brother, Ellis Newsom, preceded her in death.
Born July 31, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Andrew Newsom and Loma Wilson Newsom.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Jean Harrell and
husband, Jessie, Rochester, Mich., and Mrs. Garvelene Mason, Murray; 14 grandchilderen; 22 great-grandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild; four stepgrandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Smith Cemetery
in Graves County. The Rev. Jerry Lee will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.

Mrs. Lucile M. Schuller
Funeral services for Mrs. Lucile M. Schuller will be held at Lietz
Fraie Funeral Home, Lake Havasu City, Ariz., with burial in Memorial Gardens there.
In charge of local arrangements was Miller Funeral Home of
Murray.
Mrs. Schuller, 73, Water Way Trail, Hamlin, died Saturday, June
21, 1997, at 12:15 p.m. at her home.
Survivors include her husband, Frank Schuller; one daughter, Mrs.
Carol Cammarata and husband, Razario, Cave Creek, Ariz.; one son,
Dennis Birdsong and wife, Joyce, Highland, Ind.; an aunt, Mrs. Lillian
Butcher, and a niece, Mrs. Shirley Reamer and husband, William, all
of Murray; five grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Joseph Caldwell Miller

Mrs. Odelle Hodges Vance

Services for Joseph Caldwell (Joe) Miller, Ph.D., will be today at 4
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will be
at 3 later date.
Dr. Miller, 65, Katee Lane, Murray, died Friday, June 20, 1997, at
10:30 p.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Katee L. Miller, preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late D.J. (Doc) Miller and Ruby Miller of Murray.
Survivors include two sons, Joseph Kellie Miller and wife, Pamela,
Prospect, Tenn., and Truett Christopher Miller and wife, Kathy,
Springfield, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Anne Frances Jones and husband,
Leon, Benton; one brother, Chris Miller and wife, Sandra Sue, Greer,
S.C.; tvvo granddaughters, Shannon Diane Miller and Erin Kellie
Miller, Prospect, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.

The funeral for Mrs. Odelle Hodges Vance will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. G.T. Moody and Jamie Washer will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Frank Hill, Pat Campbell, John Vance Jr., Blaine
Donelson, Joe Conner and J.B. Bell. Burial will follow in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mrs. Odelle Hodges Vance, 82, South Sixth Street, Murray, died
Saturday, June 21, 1997, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Aug. 18, 1914, she was the daughter of the late Hosie Hodges
and Allie B. N1cCuiston Hodges.
Survivors include two sons, Lee Vance, Murray, and John Vance
and wife, Janice, Tacoma, Wash.; two sisters, Mrs. Helen Orr, Michigan, and Mrs. Hilda Jewell, California; two grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

James(Jim) L. Smith
Graveside services for James (Jim) L. Smith were Sunday at 3:30
p.m. at Williamson Memorial Gardens. Tom Riley officiated. Nephews served as pallbearers.
Williamson Memorial Funeral Home, Franklin, Tenn., was in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Smith, 69, Franklin, Tenn., died Friday, June 20, 1997, at Williamson Medical Center there.
He was the son of the late Robert L. and Argania Smith of Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Novella C. Smith; two sons, Lyn
Smith, Franklin, Tenn., and Bob Smith and wife, Cindy, Nashville,
Tenn.; one brother, Bill Smith and wife, Julie, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Betty Goer, Princeton, Ill.; three grandchildren, Alex Smith, Rachel Smith and David Smith.

Air Force: Roswell'aliens' were dummies
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
UFO skeptic says a new Air
Force document will report that
space aliens supposedly sighted
in the New Mexico desert in the
1940s really were actually dummies used in high-altitude parachute drops.
Philip Klass, publisher of a
UFO skeptics newsletter, said the
Air Force being released today

Premier Properties

concluded that reports of alien
bodies at a crash site near Roswell, N.M., in 1947 actually were
mistaken recollections of dumnnes used in Air Force drops in
the 1950s.
Klass said he saw the report.
Air Force public affairs officers
refused to discuss its contents in
advance, although word of the
conclusions circulated widely.

DUBUQUE, Iowa (AP) — A
little brown teddy bear is being
credited with saving the life of a
2-year-old boy who fell from a
second-story window.
Logan Newcom was holding
the bear as he played hide-andseek with another child. As Logan hid behind the blinds covering an open window, the pins
holding the screen came loose
and he fell through, police said.
He landed on the bear on the
lawn outside but was not seriously injured.
Assistant Fire Chief Dave
Schuster said Logan was lying on
a couch and screaming when rescue workers arrived Thursday.
Once they gave him a new
teddy bear to hold, the crying
stopped. He was treated and released from a hospital.

HOG MARKET
Federal Stan Martet News Serrice June 24, 11W1
Kestucky Pwcbase Area Hon Market Report includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Ad. 70 EA. 250 Barrows &
GAs 51.110 Weber Sows steady - $1.10 Weber
• 55-50
US 1-3 130-260
154.011 • 57.00
US 1-3 215434
157 011 • 5$.110
US 3-4 20-300 lba.
- 50.60
US 1-2 21S-215
Sews
SAM • 41.04
US 1-2 270-351 lb..
ULM - 42.00
US 1.3 310-451 lba------342.14 • 44.04
US 1-3 4511-525 lbs.
US 14 525 & up lba-------- $45.1* - 41.0$
5311.01 - 31.00
US 2-3 301-50/11
Boars $341.10-37.00

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

SUBSCRIBE
Int.e:.lessesttm Same' 11431

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Rees lad. Ave, 760.41 • 0.14
Mr Products.......... 811/4 + 5/6
365/8 • 5/.
A T &
• 5/s
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton.. 505h - 5/.
Bristol Myers Squibb 775/8 • Ph
CBT Corp. Ky.*.211/i B 265/3 A
Chrysler......._.......325/14 + 3/14
Dean Foods.-- 394/16 • 13/1.
Exxon.-.---.---..6115/14 + 'lie
Ford Motor..........383/i4
General Electric 665/4 • 5/4
General Motors........ 55"/14 • 7/14
Goodrich
455/14 • 1/14
+ 5/8
Goodyear
• 25/s
I B M
Ingersoll Rand .....605/ie • 5/16
Intel.......-.....-.... 1460/14 • I5/4
345/s NC
K U Energy
- 3/Is
Kroger ----231/6 NC
L G & E
Lucent Tech .........71'/s 4. 5/8
Mattel ..................341/is + ''/16
49'/s + 1/1
McDonalds
1005/s + 21/4
Merck
Microsoft ..... 1243/4 + 1°/i.
J.C. Penney
A
l
Peoples First* 255/4 B 5264
2 2'e
Quaker Oats......,.,• 445/8 +
Schering-Plough ....... 481/2 + I
Sears
—.535/16 - 13/14
Texaco..
.4
1115 NC
Time Warner.......4r/i• + 1/1.
UST ..................27"/14 Wal-Mart.
324/16 - 11/1
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in dlis
stock.
NC - no change in price
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add.o,
a ta n
Ava abe
Uto Pec_.e

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

753-4461

..l mi Ira W

NYSE 110 SVC

S25 CASH DRAWING
— Given Away Each Saturday at Noon

—

June 21 thru July 11
Register to win with each purchase of a dozen donuts.
COMING SOON...
Mon., June 16 Deli Sandwiches

The Donut Palace
'Eat In & Carry Out Available'
614 N. 12thSt. • 759-5700

HRHAWKINS

offered by

HAWK N S
RESEARCH

Kopperud Realty

RESEARCH

Summer Camp
Private Lakeview - Country Elegance under
construction just minutes from town. Dramatic
views from this custom designed four bedrooms,3
1'2 bath home. Graceful spiral stairway, cherry
cabinetry throughout, master suite opening to
atrium, sunroom leading to wrap around deck 8z
*3000873
four car garage. $350,000

There are still openings in our Summer Computer Camp,
and we are looking for computer loving kids to attend!!! We have great
things planned for you,checking out the Internet, learning how to use
the word processor, create fun projects using the latest technology
and of course there will be games!! The camp runs in 1 week
sessions thru the month of July,8 a.m.to 12 noon or 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m., snacks will be provided.

Dramatic Living Areas - appealing decor and
excellent Spring Creek Oaks location are great
features of this home. A beautiful double lot,
inviting patio areas, towering two story great
room fireplace, large kitchen with second fireplace sets this home apart.Spacious master suite,
bonus room and hardwood and tile floors make
#3000078
this a winner'

Pm.)
The Perfect Family Environment describes
this five bedroom,three bath two story home on 4
acres in the Southwest school district. Beautifully
built, decorated and maintained. Among its many
features are a rec room and security system.
$239,900.00.
*3000779

Executive Charm - in Murray's most prestigious area,Spring Creek Oaks. Custom built four
bedroom,2 1/2 bath brick home. Large great room
w/fireplace, formal dining room wihardwrxid
floor, & gourmet kitchen. Relax in your own
jacuzzi & enjoy the covered porch. Quality built &
#3000678
priced. Call for showing.

Register NOW to reserve
your place!!!

Call our office for more information on these
and many other outstanding properties.

711 Main St.
IA I

OPPREER
ALTY D
753-1222

Homes FOR inanc•

1304 E. Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1222
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